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Our vision:

To help build a society in Pakistan that ensures justice, gender equity, economic betterment and truly
representative democracy by facililating a tolerant and enlightened environment, which enables the pursuit
of harmony with nature and excellence in human creativity and conduct.

Our mission:

To help establish new or strengthen existing community-based organisations which enable equitable
participation by all members of the community, specially girls and women in activities that promote better
health, education, access to basic services and other such relevant processes
with the aim of enhancing knowledge, capacity and
productivity.

Our
guiding
principles:

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.

Reach out to bring people together.
Do voluntary service -- even at the expense of personal convenience.
Bridge the rural-urban divide.
Concentrate on remote areas without modern infrastructure because these areas
deserve the most attention.
Work for the most disadvantaged groups.
Avoid handouts, except in extreme emergencies or special cases.
Use a democratic, participative process.
Ensure open, transparent, accountable procedures.
Keep accurate financial records that are regularly audited by external,
independent specialists.
Prioritize the advancement of women and children while supporing the
betterment of poor and dispossessed men.
Co-operate with all other relevent institutions:do not compete with them.
Respect traditional knowledge, non - discriminatory values and culture even as
contemporary information and skills are enhanced and exchanged.
Transcend all differences of race, caste, gender, religion and language.
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Foreword by the
founding president

The jubilee
is silver....
the
experience
is sublime.

On 3rd August 1987, at a development workshop
organized at Nagarparkar in remote south-eastern
Sindh close to the Pakistan-India border - 19
individuals adopted the Nagarparkar Declaration in
the presence of about 200 persons, of whom about
150 were local villagers and the others were from
urban Sindh.
The 19 signatories represented both rural and urban
Sindh. The adoption of the Declaration came after
work in the region by some of the 19 individuals,
which commenced two and a half years earlier in
February 1985.
The original initiative in 1985 was conducted under
the aegis of the Karachi chapter of the Society for
International Development, the Asian Federation of
Advertising Associations and MNJ Communications
(Pvt) Ltd. With the aid of an old Land Rover vehicle
donated by UNICEF to enable travel. The undersigned had the privilege of being associated with all
the 3 sponsoring organizations of that event. Each of
these organizations had contributed in either cash or
kind to enable 30 to 40 persons resident in urban
Sindh, in Karachi, Hyderabad, Mirpurkhas and
elsewhere to travel to the south eastern edge of the
vast Tharparkar arid region.
And to do so over unmetalled sand-tracks in an area
without electricity, and other basic modern
infrastructure, moving over rough sand-tracks to make
friends with the residents of small, scattered and
severely disadvantaged citizens of Pakistan.
Dr. Hussain Buksh Kolachi representing Goth Sudhar

Sangat provided valuable hospitality and support.
Reproduced elsewhere in this report, the text of the
Nagarparkar Declaration speaks for itself.
The basic aim of the Declaration was – and remains
– to build, strengthen and sustain a unique bridge of
friendship and cooperation between urban and rural
areas, between technical, professional specialists and
poor, illiterate villagers, between Muslims and nonMuslims, between deeply-rooted divisions of ethnicity,
language, religion, caste, gender and class that have
been either entrenched for centuries or have been
fomented in recent decades.
These 25 years have witnessed a maelstorm of change
at the global, regional, national and even at local
levels. Leaders and Governments, policies and projects,
operating conditions and sectors, infrastructure and
facilities : much has changed.
Some of this change has been for the better. Some
for worse. Yet some – not all - other facets have
obstinately stayed virtually unchanged.
Even as telephones, telecommunications connectivity,
electricity and metalled roads have improved
conditions – resistance has persisted.Regressive
attitudes that block progressive change, repressive
practices and inappropriate behaviour prevent complete
transformation.
Though complete transformation is not necessarily
an ideal. Particularly when it means the demolition
of something that is beautiful and delicate in historic
culture. However, there is a need for the demolition
of notions and actions which discriminate against
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women, against non-Muslims and
against the under-privileged and
terribly-named “untouchable” castes
within a particular religion.
This is why when we humbly take
stock of what our modest efforts have
achieved during the past 25 years, we
remain conscious of both the miles
already covered and the miles that lie
ahead. While several goals have been
scored, many more have yet to be
attempted. The match – perhaps an
endless one – continues.
We have sadly lost 5 of the 19
individuals who were signatories to
the Declaration in August 1987 and
were also present in the earlier two
and a half year period. These are :
Mr. Noor Muhammad Shah, Mr. M.
Usman, Mr. Abdul Karim, Ms. Leero,
and Dr. Laiq Azam. May their souls
always rest in peace.
Some persons who commenced the
journey with us and were active for
several years were unable to continue
because other duties called them
elsewhere. Their support at a crucial
stage is greatly appreciated.
Some others have persevered for all
25 years. With grit and unwavering
dedication. They inspire us.

To all of them, whether they are elsewhere – in heaven,
or here on earth in Pakistan or overseas – as well as
all of those who are directly associated with Baanhn
Beli, as members, staff – well-wishers, supporters,
partners, donors, journalists and media professionals,
Provincial and Federal Governments, overseas friends
– to all of them we express our sincere thanks and
deep appreciation for their valued empathy and support.

helicopters used to cut travel time.

25 years ago and up to the early years of the 21st
century it took many hours of rough riding over sandtracks to go by road from Mithi to Nagarparkar, from
Umerkot to Chachro and Khokhrapar, to Diplo and
to hundreds of villages where even today there are no
metalled roads.

Perhaps 10 elements make Baanhn Beli distinct from
other organizations:

Otherwise, for 25 years, the roads (often in bad
condition) and the sand-tracks have been our pathways
to our destinations. And this is not said by way of
complaint!

South-eastern Sindh even in 2011 remains the only
“corner” of Pakistan which is not served by a regular
air-link or by train. Thus, road travel alone which
takes more time than air or train travel is the only
way to reach focal points, leave alone the villages
where most of our work is rendered.

1. While we have the benefit of Younus Bandhani,
an able, veteran director of unusual commitment,who
heads a capable full-time staff, the leadership of
Baanhn Beli is entirely on a volunteer basis such as
the present Executive Committee of which M.K. Marri
is the dedicated President. This is not a volunteerism
that makes itself available once every 3 months or 4
months for Committee meetings or for monitoring
visits. This is a volunteerism that is often at work on
a daily basis or once in every 2 or 3 days and certainly
on a weekly or fortnightly basis. To become a handson volunteerism. Which nevertheless tries to refrain
from micro-management and interference in the fulltime staff's work : though this is not always prevented
!

Except for rare visits by the President of Pakistan
(Mr. Farooq Leghari in 1994), Governors of Sindh
(1993, 1997) and for a Chief Minister (1990) and for
self (only once out of 3 times while serving in the
Federal Cabinet, to reach the venue on time !) were

2. Despite the emergence of several other development
organisations in Tharparkar and other parts of Sindh
over the past 25 years, Baanhn Beli remains the only
organization to simultaneously and comprehensively
transcend, at all levels, ethnic, linguistic, urban-rural

But now: to reach the principal focal points such as
Mithi, Chachro, Islamkot, Diplo and Nagarparkar the
rapid construction of metalled roads of good quality
during the past few years has reduced road travel time
by over one-third. And increased the convenience
three-fold.
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differences, from the grass-roots level
to the leadership level.
3. Despite varying conditions of law
and order in the areas between Karachi
and Tharparkar ranging from perilous,
high-risk conditions to uneasy,
uncertain situations, the process of
regular road travel and communication
between urban Sindh and rural
Tharparkar has been maintained for
two and in half decades. The
Karachi–Nagarparkar distance is
about 600 km each way. Or about 10
hours of road travel each way.
4. Despite the varying individual
political views and alignments of some
members of Baanhn Beli, the
organization has always remained a
strictly non-partisan forum. During
an election campaign in particular –
and there have been 6 general
elections between 1985 and 2011 –
the under-signed , for example, has
never travelled from Karachi to any
part of Tharparkar. This absence was
affected in order to eliminate the scope
for possible misperceptions about
support by the founding president of
Baanhn Beli for a particular party or
candidate. Even when a political party
of which the under-signed was the
founding secretary-general (the Millat
Party - founded 1998, merged with

the PML (Q) in 2005 against the advice of the
secretary-general !), held an election meeting in the
District Headquarters of Tharparkar in 2002, the undersigned did not participate in the meeting nor
contributed to its facilitation. This instance is cited
to underline the importance attached to remaining
non-partisan in Tharparkar at all times.
5. Despite a chronic absence of full-time staff persons
proficient in English, the organization has produced
reports and documentation in English about its work
on a regular basis with optimal data – some of it quite
tedious ! – in order to enable verification, if required,
and to establish the credibility of its work.
6. Ours is also possibly the only organization of its
kind which acknowledges its own weaknesses candidly
in print and on the record. Our previous report
published in 2008 lists 3 strengths and 6 weaknesses
as one example of our attempt to be self-critical. The
same list with one change is repeated in this report !

the expense of being misperceived as having “slowed
down” in comparison to the momentum of our first
decade. We only rarely now brief large, urban-based
media: because while their coverage in the past is
greatly appreciated, it is also noted that media in
general prefer bad news to good news.
9. Fortunately, for Tharparkar, conditions have
improved significantly in the first decade of the 21st
century. But rarely do media give the time and space
that such positive developments deserve.
10. Be that as it may, because the beauty and the
reality of the peacock dancing unseen in the forest
does not diminish only because the peacock is not
photographed by media, we carry on with our grassroots oriented, non-hierarchical approach to
organizational development and public service.

7. Despite sheer age – a young-veteran pioneer at 25
and growth in scale of work, Baanhn Beli has
consciously resisted becoming a “corporatised”, “largescale” NGO. We have built no shiny new buildings
or large offices, specially in Karachi, Hyderabad or
Mirpurkhas. For many years of the recent decade the
Karachi office has had a staff of one person or only
3 to 4 persons.

As we renew our pledge in 2011 and view the
uncharted, unknown vistas ahead for the next 25 years,
we are confident that the future membership and
leadership of Baanhn Beli, both rural and urban, will
sustain the spirit and the letter of the Nagarparkar
Declaration. To help build a better Pakistan.

8. Over 90% of our resources, if not often even more,
are invested in the field and at the principal offices in
Nagarparkar and Mithi. We have deliberately chosen
to grow horizontally rather than vertically. Even at

Javed Jabbar
Founding president
September 2011.
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From
August 1987 to
August 2011

25 years ago, in August 1987, in the political domain,
Prime Minister Mohammad Khan Junejo was firmly
in command, giving even General Zia-ul-Haq,
President and Chief of Army Staff, a nervous time.
Benazir Bhutto had returned in 1986 to a tumultuous
welcome from huge crowds. But there was no grave,
immediate threat to the Federal or Provincial
Governments, including the one in Sindh. Where
Karachi was already witnessing targetted killings
and attempts to foment ethnic conflicts, the gap
between urban and rural Sindh remained more than
geographical and demographic.

in Sindh, highlighted by the daily slayings
in Karachi in August, and the heavy rains
and floods in southern Sindh including
Karachi in September, Baanhn Beli observes
its 25th formal, and 27th informal
anniversary in a quiet, humble manner. All
our members grieve for the lives lost, the
injuries suffered, the crops & property
damaged, the households uprooted, the
families distressed, whether in rural or in
urban Sindh or elsewhere in Pakistan.

In August 2011, so much has changed for the better.
And so much has become worse.

We are rendering whatever relief and
support we can provide to the affected people.

All 3 of the above personalities have passed away,
one from natural reasons (Junejo), one by a mysterious
accident (Zia-ul-Haq), one by a tragic assassination
(Benazir Bhutto). Hundreds of persons have been
killed in Sindh, particularly in Karachi. There is a
shattering break-down of law and order, and an
enormous decline in governance.

We remain committed to our vision and mission.

Floods in lower Sindh and heavy rain in parts of
Tharparkar have dislocated about 4 million people.

As this report goes to print on 14th
September 2011– in deference to the situation
in the country in general, wracked by
terrorism and violence, losing hundreds of
priceless human lives, enormous amounts of
time and resources and money and specially

In our anniversary year of 2011, foundation plaques
for two separate Baanhn Beli Friendship Centres are
being placed, on plots of land purchased in recent
years in Mithi and in Nagarparkar. In the years ahead,
these two Centres will be constructed to evolve
services in education, research, training, health care,
for studying and preserving the cultural heritage and
building capacity.
In October 2011 at the Alliance Francaise in Karachi,
the Rotary Club of Karachi Green City
and Baanhn Beli are co-hosting a modest observance
of the milestone.
May harmony, justice and peace prevail.
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Founder
Members &
other senior
members

Javed Jabbar

Professor
Nawaz Ali Khoso
Dr. Gaffar Billo

Dr. Saeed Ismail Gul Mohammad
Mastohi

Younus
Bandhani

Kaleem
Baakza

Aleem
Soomro

Faiz Mohammad
Junejo

Dr. Ghous
Buksh ISani
Other Founder Members & Volunteers:
1. Muhammad Yousuf
2. Faqir Mir Mohammad
3. Wasaepoto
4. Muhammad Saleem Shaikh
5. Muhammad Yaseen Shaikh
6. Prof. Murad Ali Rahimoon
7. Muhammad Riaz Khash Kheli
8. Muhammad Bashir Khash Kheli

9.
10.
11.
12.
13.
14.
15.
16.
17.

Haji Sain Dino
Ali Mohammad Hingorjo
M. Qasim Hingorjo
Tusi Dino Junejo
M. Qasim Rahimoon
Wali Mohammad Rahimoon
Ms. Baee Samoon
Dr. Yousuf Mehranpoto
Bhaledino Junejo

Rashida Bano

Jawaid Babar
18.
19.
20.
21.
22.
23.
24.
25.
29.

Dr. Yasmeen

Dr. Hussain
Buksh Kolachi

Nehal Hashmi

Jan Mohammad
Baloch

Nyar Imam

Rafiq Patel

Manizeh Tariq
Hussain

Dr. Qurrat-ul-ain
Bakhteari

Azra Babar

Rehana Rashid

Humera
Siraj

Raheema
Yousufani

Arbab Naik
Mohammad

Sumero

Khalid Mumtaz

M. Ramzan Soomro
Noor Mohammad Samoon
M. Siddique
Kehar Khan
Chanparam
Wali Mohammad Khoso
Comrade Mir
Mohammad Junejo
Mevo Sahar

30.
31.
32.
33.
34.
35.
36.
37.
38.

Mohammad Hajjam
Jairam Das
Mrs. Nasreen Gul Mastoi
M.A. Shah
Liaquat Ali
Mohammad Iqbal
Bherulal T. Devraiain
Zulfiqar Ahmed
Gohram Balouch

Ayesha Kolachi Gul-e-Farkhanda

Alah Dino Pally

Ms. Neelofar

39 Mohammad Achar Raheem
40. Ms, Masroor Hafiz
41. Farrukh Kemall
– and many others!
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Those who
have
departed...
and are deeply
missed.
For all those associated with
Baanhn Beli since its
formation, and at points
during its growth, and are
not with us in life today, we
offer our prayers for the
eternal peace of their souls.

Mohammad Usman Chhacki: the
first resident of Nagarparkar to
establish friendship with visitors
from urban Sindh and who served
as the elected Chairman of the local
Union Council. He was a true
gentleman of real character whose
wisdom and balance gave Baanhn
Beli's work stability and security.

Leero: one of the first women of
Nagarparkar to become a member
of Baanhn Beli, she was an
extremely bold, forthright person
who defied conventions and took an
active part in public events. Coming
from the Kohli caste, she possessed
a sunny, warm disposition and
presented an " ajrak " to President Leghari in effortless
style.

Abdullah Murad Baloch: a sincere,
brave resident of Karachi and a
housing entrepreneur who was
completely committed to Baanhn
Beli. He also became a notable
political leader and Provincial
legislator with integrity and courage.
He was brutally assassinated in 2004
because of his fearless pursuit of the truth regarding
the murder of 2 young girls in his constituency.

Fakir Mir Mohammad: the wellregarded elder of village Khakanyar
Rahimali near Islamkot, he
extended generous hospitality to
visitors and stayed in frequent
contact with colleagues in Baanhn
Beli to ensure advancement of our
mission.

Professor Dr. Laiq Azam: an
unusual academic scholar with a rare
passion for field work and for public
service who left for the eternal abode
far too early. He led the Social Work
Deptt. faculty in the University of
Karachi with distinction.
Abdul Karim: a vivid and distinct
individual with an eccentric,
charming personality who, upon
migration from across the border,
chose to settle in remote
Nagarparkar. He was deftly skilled
in handiwork and remained an
amiable, helpful participant in
collective efforts.

Nur Mohammad Shah: an individual highly
respected for his sagacity and his mature counsel,
he enjoyed a well-deserved reputation for promoting
harmony and goodwill amongst persons of diverse
faiths.

They served with great devotion as
members of staff:
• Late Mohammad Faqir was office attendant in Baanhn Beli
from Aug 1996 - 2008. He had an inimitable personality and
worked tirelessly.
• Late Arbab Ali Palli, Driver. He served 1993 - 2008. He
passed away in a tragic accident while on a private trip. His
age was only 32 years.
• Late Ahmed Khan Khoso, Security Gaurd, 1993 - 2008. He
passed away on 21st June 2008 at the age of about 42 years
after a long illness.
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From an
independent
evaluation

“Apart from AKRSP’s (Aga Khan Rural Support Programme) impact on the
people of the Northern Areas, no NGO in Pakistan has had such an overwhelming
role in the lives of the people of an entire district as Baanhn Beli has in the
Tharparkar arid region.”
– from para 2 of the Executive Summary of an independent evaluation report titled:
“Baanhn Beli in Nagarparkar 1994-95”
Prepared by the IUCN Pakistan Programme
P.S. Thank you for your appreciation.
We admire AKRSP’s achievements–and wish we had more than a fraction of their financial resources!
Our work is driven primarily by voluntary effort – which needs long-term support and professional institutionalization.

A consistent
commitment

“the unique and remarkable aspects of Baanhn Beli’s work is that in the years
when conditions had deteriorated in Sindh and extreme polarisation had taken
place between urban and rural areas, its city-based volunteer members regularly
travelled hundreds of kilometres through areas considered very unsafe to sustain
contact with village-based members in remote areas and steadily expanded the
scope of their work in critically difficult conditions.”
(late) Dr. Zaki Hasan
one of Pakistan’s most eminent medical specialists and
President, UNICEF Executive Board, New York, 1980-81:

A gold medal

11 May 2008:

The Human Rights Society of Pakistan, Lahore presented
a Gold Medal to the founding president of Baanhn Beli
& to Baanhn Beli for “outstanding public service.”
9
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Work began in February
1985, leading to....

3rd August
1987:
The
Nagarparkar
Declaration...
...the founding document of
Bannhn Beli.

A statement by the people on
the development of the Thar region, Sind,
Pakistan:

iii) whereas about 35 per cent of Sind’s population
falls below the poverty line , over 80 percent of the
Thar population is below the poverty line.

1. We, the residents of Nagarparkar and of the Thar
region, and development specialists in different
disciplines based in various cities of Pakistan
alongwith citizens resident in other parts of Pakistan,
constituting the first-ever such group of people to
meet together in Nagarparkar on this the third day
of August, 1987 do hereby affirm that on the basis
of existing research and data and on the basis of our
own survey of parts of the region, the Thar is
potentially a productive region whose resources in
people, agriculture, livestock and minerals, if properly
developed, with people’s participation, can establish
an enduring basis for a self-supporting economy
which is not entirely dependent on rainfall and which
enables optimum employment and high productivity
contributing to the economic progress of Sind and
of Pakistan.

iv)whereas a dispensary is available in the rest of
Sind for every 7,000 persons, in Thar there is one
dispensary for every 13,000 persons.
v) whereas literacy in Sind is 31 per cent, in the
Thar region it is only 13 per cent.
vi) whereas the length of metalled roads in the rest
of Sind is 0.05 km., for every 10 sq.km., in the Thar
it is less than 0.02 km.
vii) the Thar already makes a significant contribution
to the Sind economy by providing about one-third
of its livestock and yet the Thar receives, in return,
a proportionately low investment in basic services.

2. At a time when both Sind province and Pakistan
have many priorities competing for limited resources,
the Thar region nevertheless deserves special attention
because:
i) in comparison to other parts of Sind, the Thar
region suffers severe disparities.
ii) whereas 30 per cent of Sind’s population has
convenient and quick access to drinking water, only
6 per cent of the Thar population has similar access.
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viii) given even modest infrastructural
support, the Thar region can increase
the variety and volume of its
contribution to the economic progress
of the province and the country.

supreme national concern that transcends all political
divisions and personal differences – all who care can
cooperate in relevant, practical action to provide
immediate relief, medium-term support and longterm development planning.

3. Presently, the Thar region is
suffering one of the worst periods of
its history. Sustained drought over
the past 4 years has further
highlighted the absence of
infrastructural facilities and the
difficulties of access to all parts of
the Thar.

9. While immediate action is required to render
desperately needed aid there is also needed, with
equal urgency, a comprehensive review of mediumterm and long-term development programmes in
order that they reflect accurately up-dated, on-theground reality and in order that they meet the genuine
needs of the people.
10. The situation demands the mobilization and active

participation of the people in the process of
development. The solution lies in an unprecedented
degree of constructive cooperation between
institutions and individuals, at the grass-roots level
in the Thar region and at all other levels in the district,
division, province and country.
11. To do justice to the demands of the situation,
there is required a new people’s development alliance,
a framework within which one and all are able to
work together:
a–the people themselves, rural-based and urbanbased
b–all specialist government line departments

4. A potent threat to the ecology of
the area has also emerged.
5. There is widespread human
malnutrition and under-nutrition.
6. The livestock of Thar is
experiencing starvation – the people
are next in line.
7. The children of Thar, who have an
equal right to the basic protection
from disease and infection already
available to children in other regions
of Pakistan, personify the deep agony
of the Thar.
8. The cause of the Thar region is a
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c–Sind Arid Zone Development
Authority
d–Local Bodies
e–official administrative system.
f–international aid agencies
g–national and local institutions
h–concerned citizens
i–development specialists
The coordination required between
so many different sectors is a complex
challenge – but it is one that has to
be attempted because it is only
through such cooperation that the
people will be able to attain a decent
standard of living.

13. On behalf of the residents of the Thar:
Nur Mohammad Shah
M. Usman
Nawaz Khoso
Abdul Karim
Wali Mohammad Balouch
Ms. Leero
Abdul Latif
Ashraf Ali
Soonar A. Kumar
and Lal Khan

Buksh Isani, Mrs. Manizeh Tariq Hussain and Senator
Javed Jabbar.
The workshop has recommended immediate
measures, i.e. by December 31, 1987.
In the next 8 weeks, the workshop will release:
–recommended medium-term measures, i.e. during
the 7th Five-Year Plan, 1988-93 and
–long-term planning prinicples, i.e. for implementation
by the year 2000.

On behalf of the urban-based specialists: Dr. A.
Ghaffar Billoo, Dr. Hussain Buksh Kolachi, Dr. Farida
Yasmin, Dr. Qurrat-ul-Ain Bakhteari, Professor G.
Mastoi, Dr. Laique Azam (Late), Professor Ghous

We therefore hereby establish the
Thar chapter of a people’s
development alliance.
12. On the basis of our observation,
investigation and discussions, we
recommend that specified measures
be implemented to help the Thar
region and the Thar people to take
their rightful place in national
progress.
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Urban
participants
of the
1987
workshop

1. Senator Javed Jabbar ....................Community worker
2. Dr. A. Ghaffar Billoo ....................Head of the Department of Paediatrics, Civil Hospital, Karachi.
3. Dr. Farida Yasmin .........................Naukot Rural Health Centre
4. Dr. Qurrat-ul-Ain Bakhteari .........Community Development Specialist
5. Dr. Hussain Bux Kolachi ..............College of Community Medicine, Lahore / Tando Kolachi.
6. Dr. Laique Azam...........................President, BUSTI & Associate Proffessor, Department of Social Work University o Karachi.
7. Mr. Jairam Das..............................Director Hydrogeology, WAPDA, Lahore.
8. Dr. Ghous Buksh Isani..................Dean, Faculty of Animal Husbandry, University of Agriculture, Tandojam.
9. Mrs. Manizeh Tariq Hussain.........President, Anjuman-e-Bahbood Sama-e-Atfal, Karachi.
10. Prof. G. M. Mastoi......................Assistant Professor, Social Work Department, University of Sindh.
11. Mrs. Nasreen Gul Mastoi............School Teacher
12. Mr. M. A. Shah ...........................Director, Appropriate Technology Development Organisation, Government of Pakistan.
13.Mr. Liaquat Ali ............................Appropriate Technology Development, Organization
14. Mr. Mohammad Iqbal .................Director Incharge, New and Renewable Energy Resources Government of Pakistan.
15. Mr. Imdad Soomro......................Assistant Commissioner, Livestock and Animal Husbandry Department, Government of Pakistan.
16. Mr. Aftab A. Siddiqui .................Assistant Engineer, Education Engineering Wing, Government of Sind.
17. Dr. Inayat H. Thaver ...................Aga Khan Hospital, Karachi.
18. Dr. Fawzia Zain Askari ...............Private medical practitioner.
19. Dr. Taskeen Razzak ....................Professor, Department of Microbiology, University of Karachi.
20. Dr. Javed Hussain .......................Assistant Professor, Anthropology, University of Karachi.
21. Dr. Shahid Iqbal ..........................Medical Secretary, All Pakistan Youth League.
22. Dr. Rauf Bawany ........................Demonstrator, Nawab-shah Medical College
23. Mr. Pershuttom Das ....................Mithi Agriculture Research Centre.
24. Mr. Bherulal T. Devrajain ...........Associate Professor and Chairman, Land & Water Management, Sind Agriculture University, Tandojam.
25. Sayed Akhlaque Hussain ............Managing Director, Pakistan Consultancy Services, National Development Finance Corporation.
26. Mr. Farhat Asrar..........................Advisor Engineering, Pakistan Consultancy Services, National Development Finance Corporation.
27. Mr. Nehal Hashmi, Advocate .....President, All Pakistan Youth League.
28. Mr. Younus Bandhani .................Chief Organizer, All Pakistan Youth League.
29. Mr. Zahid Rahim.........................Vice President, All Pakistan Youth League.
30. Mr. Zulfiqar Ahmed ....................All Pakistan Youth League.
31. Mr. Laiq Ahmed..........................All Pakistan Youth League.
32. Mr. Nayyar Imam .......................MNJ Communications (Pvt.) Ltd.
33. Miss Rahat Afza..........................Head of Department & Teacher, College of Home Economics, Karachi.
34. Miss Adila Parveen .....................Student, College of Home Economics, Karachi.
35. Miss Farida Moosa .....................School teacher
36. Miss Zahida Moosa ....................School teacher
37. Mr. Ghayas A. Siddiqui ..............Vice President, Pakistan Association of Social Workers.
38. Mr. Usamah Sulaiman ................Social Worker
39. Mr. Tahir Masood Warsi .............Social Worker
40. Mr. Riaz Mohammad Gill...........Sub-Divisional Officer (Phones) T & T Department.
41. Mr. Ata Memon...........................Assistant Engineer, Education Department Government of Sindh.
42. Mr. Aafaq Ahmed .......................Video Cameraman
43. Mr. Masood Ahmed ....................Video Cameraman
44. Dr. Jaman Das.............................Assistant Director, Department of Health, Government of Sind.
45. Mr. Amjad Mustafa.....................Diversified Industries (Pvt.) Ltd.
46. Dr. Peter Hoschele ......................Director, Goethe Institute, Karachi.
47. Mrs. Helga Hoschele ..................Teacher
48. Mr. Wolfgang Hoschele ..............Overseas Student
49. Mr. Asghar Ali Abidi ..................Consultant, International Fund for Agricultural Development, Rome, Italy.
50. Mr. Nabeel Malik........................Aga Khan Rural Support Programme, Northern Areas.
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The
volunteer
spirit in
action

Giving money for a cause is good — and easy.
Giving time and personal attention to a cause
specially some distance away from your normal
place of residence and work is rare — and
difficult. And even more expensive than giving
money.
Every individual from Karachi and other urban
centres of Sindh associated with the volunteer
work in the Tharparkar region and with the
formation and operation of Baanhn Beli has
regularly and frequently given five to six days
of working time every few weeks without charge
to make journeys over rugged terrain, often in
difficult and harsh conditions, sometimes even
risking health and safety.
Many of the individuals who have given their
time on a voluntary basis are highly successful
and eminent personalities in their respective fields
for whom each day spent in the cities would bring
substantial personal financial benefit. Many
others who have contributed their time are
younger executives and students at crucial stages
of their careers who have nevertheless participated
in the work with complete devotion.

Members and well-wishers of Baanhn Beli who
reside in small settlements throughout the
Tharparkar region, who are often struggling with
the basic problems of survival have always offered
a fulsome share of time, warmth and hospitality
in helping set a new standard of volunteerism.
There are some remarkable individuals, men and
women, who live in small Thar villages — people
of great charm, character and courage. It is their
presence which enables Baanhn Beli to work
with confidence.
Between journeys into the Tharparkar region by
urban-based members, considerable time is
invested in the urban centers on actions to follow
up and implement on-going projects and for
future programmes, in conducting correspondence
and communication with other organizations and
related tasks.
The challenge for Baanhn Beli is to motivate and
enlist a larger number of individuals in both cities
and in villages to take work forward at a faster
pace.

The work in the Tharparkar region is a fine
example of the volunteer spirit in action in its
most comprehensive sense: a sacrifice of time,
comfort and income.
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Financial
principles &
practices

1) Principle nos.8 and 9 of the 13 guiding principles
of Baanhn Beli state:
“8. Ensure open, transparent, accountable procedures”
“9. Keep accurate financial records that are regularly
audited by external,independent specialists.”
2) For about 18 years, one of Pakistan’s most reputed
firms of chartered accountants, KPMG Taseer Hadi
& Co. have audited our annual accounts. These are
presented and approved each year at our annual
general body meeting. For a brief period, Shah &
Company,Hyderabad have also served as auditors.
3) Our sources of funds/financial & other resources
comprise the following:
(a) Volunteer time, skills, office facilities and
other resources contributed by members. These have
not been accurately calculated or monetized. One
estimate is that this collective voluntary
contribution of time is equal to well above
Rs. 10 million per year — over the past 25/27
years. Or about Rs.300 million to date !

comprise a wide range e.g. individual public office
holders and institutions (President of Pakistan, 1994,
Rs.10 million; Trust for Voluntary Organizations,
Pakistan, 1990s; The Asia Foundation, 1990s and
2007, 2010-11; World Food Programme, 2000s; the
High Commission of Canada, 2001, etc.)
(d) Loans by support organizations (e.g. Pakistan
Poverty Alleviation Fund) to enable us to provide
micro-credit (Re-paid loans are then re-lent to other
applicants).
(e) Service charges earned on handling small
loans.
(f) Contributions by village communities to
projects of shared benefits. Such contributions are
not paid to Baanhn Beli but expenses are incurred
directly by communities themselves where Baanhn
Beli contributes half or more of a given project’s
cost.
(f) Additional time and effort by staff members
over and above the call of duty.

Note: all members of the Executive Committee
and other similar volunteers most often pay for their
own food, transport fuel and related costs incurred
during field work for Baanhn Beli.

4. Copies of audited accounts are provided each year
to the Department of Social Welfare, Government of
Sindh, which is the legal registration and supervisory
body for voluntary organizations in Sindh.

(b) Donations in cash or kind by individual
citizens and enterprises / corporations / organizations.
Some of these do not want their identities to be
known.
(c) Grants by donors for project work. Donors

5.All bank accounts are operated jointly by a minimum
of two elected volunteer office-bearers.
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Highlights:
25 pivotal
points in the
quarter
century.

There have been even more than 25 decisive moments and times. But placed below are a number of them
to coincide with the number of the anniversary !
1. The first journey of discovery: February 1985.
Dawn published a front-page report with a photograph which focused unprecedented national and international
attention on the severely disadvantaged conditions of Tharparkar.For details, please see report below.

TETANUS AND TEARS: A young
woman, from a desert village near
Nagarparkar on the Pak-Indian border,
six months pregnant, received deep
wounds in the chest and abdomen from
the horns of a bullock as she attempted
to tie the animal to a post. In an area
where there is no ambulance — and
no convenient phone connection — it
took her family over eight hour to
bring her the eight miles from the
village to the settlement of
Nagarparkar which has a dispensary
and a doctor — but, alas, no antitetanus vaccines because the
refrigerator needed to store vaccines
stopped working at some point in
1971. (The rusting fridge in the
dispensary is one of the few things
reportedly not taken by the Indian
Army which occupied the place for
over a year after the 1971 war). The
woman reached the dispensary at the
very time a few days ago when a multisectoral group of individuals in
different disciplines from Karachi
touring the Tharparkar desert region
as part of a Mobile Learning Seminar

organized by the Karachi Chapter of
the Society for International
Development was visiting the
dispensary in Nagarparkar to
familiarise itself with working
conditions. A member of the group,
Dr Ghaffar Billoo, a well-known
medical practitioner, examined the
young woman's wounds and tried to
give comfort with the news that the
unborn baby appeared to be unharmed.
Her husband would have to wait for
a few hours till the next "chakda" (a
World War II-vintage truck) starts the
desert-crossing to Naukot where antitetanus vaccine may possibly be
available. Meanwhile, in Nagarparkar,
where, close to a dispensary which
does not have a refrigerator for the
past 15 years, finishing touches are
being applied to a new Rural Health
Centre constructed at a reported cost
of over three million rupees. As she
waited for the vaccines to arrive, the
young woman bore her pain, and the
paradoxes of development, in noble
silence. —Words: Javed Jabbar. Photo:
Ebrahim Viyani.
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3. Journeys of further exploration and discovery
to different parts of Tharparkar by groups from
Karachi
continued during the later parts of 1985, and in
1986 and 1987.

2. The election of Javed Jabbar to
the Senate of Pakistan in March
1985.
The plight of the region was raised
in Parliament and stimulated some
official responses.

Senator, was assigned
by him for the construction of the first-ever girls'
primary, middle and high school in Nagarparkar,
the first buildings for girls' high schools in Islamkot
and Mithi and for community centres. The
amount was spent directly by the Government
departments concerned after the projects were
proposed by the Senator, and approved by the
Government.
Organization of health care camps and missions,
taking paediatricians, female doctors and paramedics
under the guidance of the eminent Dr. Ghaffar Billoo.

An amount of Rs.15 million @ Rs.
5 million per year, for 3 years,
available to each Senator
for allocation to development projects
in the Province represented by the
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to the
door-steps
of farf l u n g
villages.
A l s o
taking
generators
along to
enable
villagers
to view
TV for the first time and use video
tapings to demonstrate methods for
elsewhere in this report. Commencement of multisectoral work detailed elsewhere.
5. The conduct of emergency relief campaigns in
remote villages during the extreme drought in the

improved personal hygiene even with
limited water supply.
4. The formal adoption of the
founding document of Baanhn Beli
known as the Nagarparkar
Declaration on 3rd August 1987 on
the conclusion of a well-attended
development workshop. The text of
the Declaration is reproduced
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first half of 1988, collection of food,
clothes, shoes and toys from school
children and citizens of Karachi for

distribution to poor children and
adults.
6. The first small loan given by
Baanhn Beli to Roopa Kohli of
Nagarparkar in 1990 of Rs.5,000/to enable him to purchase a camel

with this amount and with his other savings and
generate income from the hiring of the camel's services
for transportation needs of local villagers. The loan
was to be re-paid at the rate of Rs. one per day and
was actually re-paid in full and in advance. Liaquat
was given a loan of Rs. 2,000 for purchase of a
donkey which could also be used as animal labour
to generate income. Liaquat repaid the loan on time
and the donkey worked hard and tirelessly! This
success led to the introduction of a regular small
loans programme in later years, which has continued
for the next 18 years.
7. The first-ever mobile Science exhibition and
planetarium
which drew large crowds in Islamkot, brought into
Tharparkar by Baanhn Beli in 1990 with the cooperation of the Ministry of Science and Technology
(of which the founding president of Baanhn Beli at
that time was the Minister of State).

with diverse, large-scale participation from Islamabad,
Australia, multi-lateral aid agencies, urban centres,
Federal and Provincial Governments, citizens and
specialists from urban areas and villagers alongwith
an exhibition of new technologies of arid region
development.The workshop was described by the
chief guest, Mr Aftab Mirani, Chief Minister of Sindh,
as " a miracle in the desert ".
9. Appointment of the first full-time staff member
of Baanhn Beli in 1991 in the person of Mr Younus
Bandhani,
previously a volunteer-worker for the past 5 years.
He has remained associated with the organization
throughout since then, and presently serves as Director
and administrative head of the organization with
exceptional dedication.
A survey visit by Mr Anis Dani, chief executive,
Trust for Voluntary Organizations,
Islamabad in 1992 who concluded that Baanhn Beli's
work needed immediate support by TVO to expand
the scale and outreach of initiatives.
10. With the support of TVO, the launch of the

8. The convening of the first-ever international
workshop on development of arid regions in village
Wajuto in May 1990.
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11. Visit by Hakim Mohammad Said, the eminent
Governor of Sindh
to the Baanhn Beli office in Nagarparkar in 1993
alongwith Provincial Minister Hakim Mohammad
Ahson.

multi-sectoral Village Community
Development Project in
Nagarparkar in 1993-94 with fulltime staff and offices and with M.K.
Marri as Project Director
who was an officer of the
Government of Pakistan and Sindh
released on deputation. He became a
volunteer worker onwards of the year
2000 and is the present elected
President for 2011-12. M.K. Marri
has made a vital contribution both as
Project Director and as volunteerPresident for 2 terms. For the first
time in 1993-94, women
professionals from urban centres
began to reside and work in
Nagarparkar and they worked in
health care, community mobilization,
etc.

million for Baanhn Beli. Accompanying him were
the Governor of Sind, Mr Mahmood Haroon, Chief
Minister of Sind, Mr Abdullah Shah, Federal Minister
for Petroleum, Mr Anwar Saifullah, legislators Arbab
Ghulam Rahim and others. Breaking with conventions
of using males to recite holy verses and present the
ceremonial " ajrak " to the President, verses from the
Holy Quran were recited at the start of the public
meeting by a poor Muslim village woman named

12. First-ever visit by a Head of State of Pakistan
to Nagarprakar and the region when President
Farooq Leghari
accepted the invitation from Baanhn Beli and spent
several hours on 26th February 1994 in inter-actions
with villagers and projects. He addressed a large
gathering and announced a special grant of Rs.10

Zarina and the " ajrak ' was presented to the President
by Ms Leero, a woman member of Baanhn Beli
from the deprived, " untouchable " Hindu Kohli
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Presented by “Friends of the United Nations”, New York, 1995
on the 50th aniversary of the formation of the UN.
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caste. The featuring of these 2 women
in procedures always reserved for
men initiated a basic change in
traditional discriminatory attitudes to
women in the region.

14. In 1995,on the 50th
anniversary of the formation of
the United Nations in 1945, "
“Friends of the United
Nations” in New York, USA
selected Baanhn Beli as the
only organization from
Pakistan to receive a Special
Award for “creating common
unity” between diverse peoples
and for its public service. Other
awards have also been received
over the past 2 decades.

13. Due to the extraordinary
success of VCDP, TVO decided to
extend support for an additional 2
years in 1995- 96
and to support its expansion to other
parts of Tharparkar, including Mithi.
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15. In 1995, using part of the
amount donated by President
Leghari, Baanhn Beli opened the
first-ever computer education
centre of Tharparkar

Assembly and former Chief Minister of Punjab
Mr Malik Meraj Khalid ( who went on to become
Caretaker Prime Minister of Pakistan in November
1996 ) , made a special visit to the Karachi office of
Baanhn Beli and imparted his great wisdom and
experience of leading development and welfare work

The then-Governor of S
indh, Lt. General (r)
Moin Haider visited the computer centre in 1997
and distributed certificates to graduates.
and operated on a public service basis.
Students would ride camels to the

16. In 1996-98 and onwards, the Social Action
Programme supported introduction of Baanhn

over several decades.

centre in Islamkot and sit down at
computer key-boards. The centre was
re-located to Mithi 3 years later and
continues to operate in 2011. It has
helped make well over 1800 persons
computer-literate and facilitated their
gainful employment.

Beli's work in Northern Tharparkar with an
outreach approach based in Umarkot which
successfully covered several dozens of villages.
17. In June 1996, former Speaker of the National

18. In January 1997, Baanhn Beli cooperated with
the Federal Ministry of Petroleum and Natural
Resources ( in which, at that time, the founding
president of Baanhn Beli was the Minister )and the
Department of Mineral Resources of the Government
of Sindh to organize a workshop in Islamkot to take
stock of actions to date on the development of the
vast coal deposits found in Tharparkar near
Islamkot in 1993- 94 . The aims were to identify
measures needed to be taken to accelerate further
research and investigation to enable proper
exploitation of this treasure to generate energy supply
while,
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at the same time, ensuring
environmental safeguards and
protection of the region's ecology.
19. Through its construction onwards
of 1992 of small reservoirs to store
precious rain water instead of

allowing the water to " run off " into
the salty Rann of Kutch near
N a g a r p a r k a r, B a a n h n B e l i
established a model for low-cost,
community-managed water storage
and supply systems which were
emulated by others and brought many
benefits to thousands.
In this same year, Baanhn Beli
became a member of IUCN, the

world's largest and oldest environment organization
which is also the only such organization with official
Observer status at the United Nations. Through the
Pakistan office of IUCN which has rendered crucial
services to the Government and the people of Pakistan
in providing expert advice for the formulation of
ecological strategies, laws, policies and rules and has
also conducted independent evaluations of projects
and programmes, including the work of Baanhn
Beli.
20. In the second half of the 1990s, previous as well
as new partnerships with organizations such as
The Asia Foundation and Friedrich Ebert Stiftung

and with support from Pakistani corporations such
as EBM, and Rotary Clubs and others, promotion of
girls' and women's health
and education in particular were expanded and
extended.
One of the founder-members of Baanhn Beli, Dr.
Hussain Buksh Kolachi, who presently serves
as Head of the Community Medicine Department at
the Liaquat Medical University, Jamshoro, was elected

President of Baanhn Beli for the 1999-2000 term.
He was associated with the original decision by the
founding president taken in 1984 to plan the first
journey of discovery in February 1985 and has
remained an active leader and respected member
with his village Tando Kolachi becoming a model
village in the past 25 years.
21. In May 2000, during a period of sustained and
severe drought affecting Sindh and Balochistan ),
General Pervez Musharraf, Chief Executive of
Pakistan ( in whose cabinet the founding president
of Baanhn Beli served 1999-October 2000 as Adviser
on National Affairs and Federal Minister for
Information and Media Development ) visited
Tharparkar alongwith members of the cabinet,
including the founding president of Baanhn Beli.
At a meeting with citizens in Chhachro, he announced
a special grant of Rs.100 million for the droughtaffected areas. In the subsequent 3 to 4 years, there
was a rapid and visible improvement in piped water
supply to Mithi and other points, speedy construction
of quality metalled roads, electrification of
Nagarparkar and dramatic change for the better in
telecommunications and connectivity. Earlier, in
response to appeals from Baanhn Beli, General
Musharraf announced that tillers of the farm-land
left behind in 1971 by persons of Tharparkar who
had migrated to India during and after the 1971 war
would be given proprietary rights, a decision later
snarled by lack of implementation.
22. During the 2002-2007 phase, a woman member
of Baanhn Beli, Ms Gul-i-Farkhanda, resident of
Karachi, was elected on seats reserved for women
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to the National Aseembly of Pakistan.
In the years 2005-2006, she allocated
over Rs.20 million for the
electrification of about 15 remote
villages in the Chhachro and Mithi
talukas, bringing electric light into
hundreds of homes for the first time.
As all these villages are far from the
existing and planned grids, it will
take several years before normal

electrification reaches their areas.
In 2007, Ms Gul-i-Farkhanda was
also elected President of Baanhn Beli
for 2007-8.
23. Onwards of 2003, Baanhn Beli
entered into partnership agreements
with the Pakistan Poverty
Alleviation Fund ( PPAF ) and the
Free & Fair Election Network (
FAFEN ).
Through these separate agreements,
tens of thousands of the poor have
received vital support in the first
decade of the 21st century in health,

education, infrastructure services, water resources
and capacity building as also thousands of women
in particular have been issued Computerized National
Identity Cards for the first time and have been
registered as voters. By conducting programmes for
monitoring of public institutions and facilitating
dialogue between elected representatives, officials
and citizens, Baanhn Beli has also supported
improvement in governance and transparency and
accountability.
24. Whether it is earlier visits or the visit in May
2001 by the High Commissioner of Canada
in Pakistan, Mr Ferry de Kerchkove and his wife,
or whether it is the visit in June 2011 of a group of
Karachi-based journalists with the co-operation
of IUCN, Baanhn Beli has introduced the realities
and the needs of Tharparkar to a wide variety of
persons and groups since 1985. Many of these visitors
have returned from the region to provide moral,
intellectual, media or financial support to the

development of the region as also active advocacy
for the people of that area on the provincial, national
and international levels.
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25. Regardless of the operating conditions between
urban and rural Sindh which, in the past 25 years
have often been unstable, with frequent stoppages,
break-downs, lack of law and order, Baanhn Beli
has held its annual general body meetings without
fail for every single year since 1987. Attended by
members and representatives of community
organizations who travel long distances, these
meetings, whose venues are deliberately rotated to
enable equity for all relevant locations and members,
are open, participative inter-actions in which there
is candid, informative discussion and exchange of
facts and opinions on a range of issues. Financial
records and audit reports are presented, discussed
and approved by members in the interest of
transparency and accountability. Similarly, elections
have been held regularly every 2 years in keeping
with the basic democratic principles of Baanhn Beli.
Using an open consensual approach rather than a
conflictual, competitive approach, members are
elected to the Executive Committee for a 2-year term
while representing the different talukas and parts of
urban and rural Sindh. The Committee,
in turn, elects its office-bearers who serve entirely
on a voluntary basis.

Baanhn Beli
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25 projects
successfully
implemented
in 25 years
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Thematic
Summary
1985 – 2011

25/27 years of volunteer-led small is also big — and beautiful !
service.
• A primary focus on empowering
• The pioneering public service non- women, girl children, religious
official organization that began minorities and “untouchable” castes,
sustained relief and development and the poorest of the poor.
work in the Tharparkar arid region.
• While working in a wide range of
• A unique, rural-urban bridge sectors: we combine advocacy,
(spanning 600 k.m.!) of friendship capacity-building and service
and development co-operation. delivery.
• A totally de-centralized, grassroots based operational structure:
e.g. the Karachi office in 2011 has
a staff of three !

• Since about the mid-1990s: we
maintain a low media profile but
are significantly advancing work
on the ground.

• Even while expanding its scale of
work, by choice Baanhn Beli avoids
the pursuit of “big money”, “big
staff”, “big offices” — because
27
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Beginning the next 25 years....

Baanhn Beli
a friend forever

The pioneering urban-rural bridge of friendship & development co-operation

In the 25th anniversary year -- 2011 -of the formal adoption -- on 3rd August 1987 -- of
the Nagarparkar Declaration
the founding document of Baanhn Beli
and the 27th anniversary of the start
of voluntary work in Tharparkar
in February 1985
this plaque marks the foundation stone-laying ceremony of the

Baanhn Beli Friendship Centre Nagarparkar
in 2011.
Names of members present at this ceremony
are inscribed on a separate plaque.
May all persons who read this text be blessed with well-being
and may they contribute to justice, peace and progress.
28
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Beginning the next 25 years....

Baanhn Beli
a friend forever

The pioneering urban-rural bridge of friendship & development co-operation

In the 25th anniversary year -- 2011 -of the formal adoption -- on 3rd August 1987 -- of
the Nagarparkar Declaration
the founding document of Baanhn Beli
and the 27th anniversary of the start
of voluntary work in Tharparkar
in February 1985
this plaque marks the foundation stone-laying ceremony of the

Baanhn Beli Friendship Centre Mithi
in 2011.
Names of members present at this ceremony
are inscribed on a separate plaque.
May all persons who read this text be blessed with well-being
and may they contribute to justice, peace and progress.
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January 28, 2011

Executive
Committee
for 2011-12
elected at
Mirpurkhas
meeting.

On 24 January 2011, at the Mirpurkhas Gymkhana
Hall, the election meeting of Baanhn Beli was attended
by members from all Talukas of Tharparkar and from
Mirpurkhas, Hyderabad and Karachi.
The proceedings were conducted by the Election
Committee comprising Javed Jabbar, founding
President, and Dr. Farida Yasmeen, senior Member.
Dr. Ghulam Mustafa Kolachi the third member of
the Committee was unable to participate due to a
sudden bereavement in his family but authorized the
other 2 members of the Committee to represent him
in its deliberations.
The Election Committee reviewed the nomination
papers received as per pre-notified and pre-circulated
process and deadlines.
Maintaining the tradition of nomination and election
by consensus and unanimity, with a balance
representation for all talukas of Tharparkar, to other
parts of Sindh where Baanhn Beli is active and to
the principles of eligibility, association with Baanhn
Beli's work and other criteria, the following
individuals were elected as members of the Executive
Committee for the term 2011-12:

1. Mr. Mohammad Khan Marri
2. Mr.Ali Akbar Rahmoon
3. Mr. Faiz Mohammad Junejo
4. Mr. Gohram Balouch
5. Dr. Allah Nawaz Samoon
(resigned in June 2011 due to assumption of new
responsibility and move to Islamabad)
6. Mr. Mohammad Ramzan Junejo
7. Mr. Jawahar Lal
8. Allah Rakhio Khoso
9. Mr. Achar Rahmoon
10. Professor .Musthaque Ahmed Dal
11. Mr. Mohammad Saleem Shaikh
12. Professor Murad Ali
13. Ms. Hajyani Lunjo
14. Ms. Nazo
15. Abdul Majeed Talpur
16. Ms. Jarry

Dr Alah Nawaz
Samoon

Mohammad
Khan Marri

Ali Akbar
Rahmoon

Faiz Mohammad
Junejo

Gohram Balouch

Mohammad Ramzan
Junejo

Jawahar Lal

Allah Rakhio Khoso
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The following members were
nominated to serve on the Advisory
Committee of Baanhn Beli for
2011-12
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

Mr. Alji
Ms.Jarri
Mr. Saindad Soomro
Mr. Abdul Aziz Dhati
Mr. Arjan
Mr. Ilam Din
Ms. Farzana Rajput

In its meeting held immediately after
the results of the election were
announced, the new Executive
Committee, in turn, elected the
following individuals as office bearers
1. Mr. Mohammad Khan Marri ,
President

Achar Rahmoon

Professor.Musthaque
Ahmed

2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

Ms. Hajyani Lunjo , Vice-President
Mr. Jawahar Lal , Vice-President
Mr.Ali Akbar Rahmoon, General Secretary
Mr. Faiz Mohammad Junejo, Treasurer
Mr. Gohram Balouch, Joint Secretary
Ms. Najoo Kohli, Joint Secretary

The Election Committee congratulated the members
and office-bearers of the Executive Committee and
the Advisory Committee on their unanimous election
for a 2-yer term.
• During his brief remarks on the occasion, the
founding President of Baanhn Beli, Javed Jabbar said
that the Committee had been elected at a time when
Sindh province in particular and Pakistan in general
were facing extraordinary challenges in development
and economic growth. After the devastation caused
by the floods in August - September 2010 the
agricultural and ecological infrastructure have been
badly damaged. Even though Tharparkar remained
safe from flood devastation, the new Committee
needed to sustain and develop the work of the

Mohammad
Saleem Shaikh

Professor Murad
Ali

Ms. Hajyani Lunjo

organization within the overall context of provincial
and national realities.
• He expressed confidence that the new Committees
would meet the challenges in an effective manner.
• Senior Member, Dr. Farida Yasmeen stressed the
importance of the new members acquiring adequate
experience as part of their preparation for handling
other responsibilities in the future.
• President M.K. Marri thanked the members for
reposing their trust in him and pledged to maintain
the standards of public service set by Baanhn Beli
and to seek advice and guidance from all members.
• meeting recorded its thanks and appreciation to
Jawaid Babar, Member, Baanhn Beli, Mirpurkhas,
for facilitating the arrangements at the venue of the
meeting. Members also recorded their thanks to the
Honorary Secretary of Mirpurkhas Gymkhana for
making available the venue on a complimentary basis
and the Director of Baanhn Beli Younus Bandhani
and the staff for facilitating the arrangements.

Ms. Nazo

Abdul Majeed Talpur

Ms. Jarry
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A note from
M.K. Marri,
President,
Baanhn Beli
(2011-12).

While I had heard about Baanhn Beli during
my prior work with the Government, I became
associated with Baanhn Beli in 1993 after being
selected as the Project Director for the Village
Community Development Project launched in
1993.
This was my first-ever experience of working
with a non-Governmental, volunteer-led
organization such as Baanhn Beli which was
concentrating on remote areas of the Tharparkar
region and attempting to establish community
organizations.
The task given to me was a great challenge,
both to achieve the project targets while also
helping to establish community organizations.
With its unusual working methodology and its
exceptional team of volunteer-leaders and
members representing diverse disciplines of
ethnicity, culture and political associations and
yet having a single goal to support poor people,
my work with Baanhn Beli as Project Director
made for a unique experience.

staff like myself and other colleagues, we were
able to achieve all the targets.
The guidance and help provided by the members
of Baanhn Beli residing in Nagarparkar such
as (Late) Chacha Muhammad Usman Chaki,
Nawaz Ali Khan Khoso and others, are
invaluable and unforgettable.
Instead of only putting up buildings and
structures, Baanhn Beli has promoted changes
in mental attitudes and physical actions and
has encouraged self-reliance.
About 11 years ago, I decided to become a
volunteer member and I feel it is an honour to
be member of the Executive Committee and to
serve a second term as an elected President
under the guidance of Mr. Javed Jabbar, our
founding president.
I pray for the success of Baanhn Beli in
continuing support to the poor communities of
Tharparkar.

With our combined efforts, bringing together
volunteer leadership and full-time professional
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A note by
Younus Bandhani,
Director, Baanhn Beli

A development
journey of
25 years from
Malir to
Tharparkar
which still
continues...

My dear friend, Nihal Hashmi, now a senior Advocate
of the Sindh High Court, at that time fresh out of
college introduced me to Senator Javed Jabbar in
July 1986. The Senator was monitoring the
implementation of a development programme which
he had sponsored in one of the katchi abadis of
Karachi known as Saudia Colony.
I was teaching mathematics in a Government High
School at that time and thought that my future career
would be as a school teacher. However, I was so
impressed by the open heart and open mind of Senator
Javed Jabbar and his “insaan-dost” (universal
humanism) attitude that I soon became part of the
development missions which he led to remote parts
of Sindh with the aim of promoting participation of
deprived marginalized communities and neglected
groups in decision-making and in a bigger role in the
power structure of the country.
When I participated for the first time in a mobile
development workshop in Tharparkar in August 1987
which resulted in the adoption of Nagarparkar
Declaration, I had more or less decided to move from
school teaching to the development sector.
In November 1991, I was appointed to become the
first, regular, full-time staff member of Baanhn Beli.
My first official assignment was to find and rent the
first-ever office for Baanhn Beli which would be in
Nagarparkar and provide us an operational base.
With the guidance of two founder members who
were highly-respected residents of Nagarparkar, the
late Mr. Usman Chaki and Mr. Nawaz Khoso who
is fortunately still with us, gave me full support. We

were able to obtain a building built many decades
ago and in collapsed condition but we soon made it
functional onwards of October 1992.
My second assignment was to conduct a base-line
household survey in 60 villages of Taluka Nagarparkar
in order to provide data for the launch of the Village
Community Development Project (VCDP) supported
by TVO and initiated in the last quarter of 1992. I
received a lot of help and support from Baloch
volunteers living in Malir Karachi in Jam Goth,
Memon Goth, Dur Muhammad Goth, Rehree Goth
and other locations who travelled from Karachi to
Nagarparkar and spent 10 days in visits to the far
flung villages to collect the data from each household.
Over the next few years it was an exciting phase of
my life to be associated with the expansion of Baanhn
Beli and VCDP in the Mithi and Umerkot Talukas
including specially the establishment of the first
computer education centre in 1995 in Islamkot, later
moved to Mithi. As a former school teacher I was
very happy to see that 93 village girls' schools
launched by Baanhn Beli in the second half of the
1990s were officially recognized by the District
Education Officer of the Government of Sindh.
In the crucial first years of Baanhn Beli, I remember
working from the offices of MNJ Communications
(Pvt) Ltd. in Karachi which gave its office facilities
free of cost including secretarial services,
telecommunications etc. UNICEF donated a Land
Cruiser and Daihatsu Rocky jeep for our travel to
areas without roads.
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Over the past 25 years, I have learnt
a great deal and I am grateful to
Almighty Allah for providing me an
opportunity to serve the people of
Tharparkar and other poor people
living in rural Sindh and in urban
Karachi.
I am humbly proud that Baanhn Beli
has helped to change many
conventional prejudices and biases.
Our organization has persuaded very
male-oriented and caste-conscious
community leaderships to allow their
women to participate in mixed
gatherings and to speak and express
their views without restrictions.
Bringing people of different religions
and different castes together to
cooperate for common benefits such
as water, health, education and
income has been a very rewarding
experience to be associated with.
I am privileged to be associated with
a leader with the vision of Mr. Javed
Jabbar. He has helped me to learn
and to discover new dimensions and
directions, initially as a volunteer and
then as a staff member. He has
generously shared his rich experience
in a wide range of fields
internationally and nationally with
persons such as myself and has given
us self-confidence to grow. This is

why, even though many organizations have offered
me attractive salary packages and terms, I am quite
contended with remaining in Baanhn Beli because
the challenges that we deal with cannot be offered
by other organizations.

my work for effective and successful implementation
of development activities. The development journey
would not have been possible without the support of
all such colleagues, both at the field level and at the
senior management level.

It is a particular pleasure for the staff of Baanhn Beli
to be led by volunteers who give their time and
resources so regularly and generously to the work of
our organization whose special quality is that it is
very different from other organizations in the
development sector.

Whether it is a senior member of Baanhn Beli who
is also a senior member of the staff such as Mr.Aleem
Soomro or whether it is colleagues such as Mr. Hanif
Khoso, Mr. Mir Muhammad Junejo, Mr. Muhammad
Sharif and Mr. Tirat - they have shown remarkable
dedication and skills and helped to effectively
communicate with internal and external stake-holders.

It is impossible to list the names of all the people
who have played an important role in the development
of Baanhn Beli and its staff.
However, I would like to express my thanks and
respects for the understanding and support I received
from Prof Dr. Gaffar Billoo, Dr. Saeed Ismail, Dr.
Hussain Buksh Kolachi, Ms. Munizah Tariq,
Dr.Fareeda Yasmeen, Ms. Azra Babar, Ms. Nelofar,
Mr. Nehal Hashmi, Mr. Nayyar Imam, Mr. Khalid
Mumtaz, Late Mr. Abdullah Murad, Late Mr. Usman
Chaki, Mr. Faiz Mohammad Junejo, Late Mr.Abdul
Kareem, Late Ms. Leero, Mr. Jan Mohammad
Balouch, Mr.Sardar Khan Khoso, Mr. Gul
Mohammad Mastoi, Mr. Nawaz Khoso, Late Mr.
Faqeer Meer Mohammad, Mr. Gohram Baloch, Mr.
Achar Ramoon, Ms. Gul-e Farkhundah, Mr.
Mohammad Khan Marri, Mr. Abdul Samad, Dr. Allah
Nawaz Sammoon, Dr. Shankar Lal, Mr. Aleem
S o o m r o , M s . N a z o , M r. K i r s h a n S h a r m a .

I also record my deep appreciation for the patience,
attention and support extended by Mr. Anis Dani,
former CEO of TVO; Ms. Mehnaz, The Asia
Foundation, Mr. Kamal Hyat, PPAF, Mr. Mohammad
Nadeem, General Manager, CPI, PPAF; Mr. Fareed
Sabri, CED PPAF, Mr. Mohammad Nadeem Manager
Education Unit and Dr. Seema Raza Health, Mr.Abdul
Qadir, FES. The Asia Foundation Team members
Ms. Mehnaz Akbar, Ms.Ashley, Mr. Shah Nawaz,
Mr. Shahid Fiaz, Ms. Sana Javaid, Mr.Noman Akbar,
Ms Aumber Junaid and from FAFEN Mr.Muddasir
Rizvi. I have really enjoyed working with them and
learning from them.

All my friends have encouraged me and facilitated
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We thank our
partner donors,
supporters
and
the media.

Our volunteer-led work and our humble achievements
with full-time staff have been made possible
principally because :
--- we received valuable funding support from our
partner-donors, whether they are multi-lateral aid
forums such as UNICEF, UNDP-GEF and the World
Food Progamme or single-country institutions such
as the Canadian International Development Agency
( CIDA ), Friedrich Ebert Stiftung , Netherlands,
DIFD UK, the Australian High Commission and The
Asia Foundation or Pakistan's own institutions such
as TVO, PPAF, FAFEN , SEF and Social Action
Programme and occasional donors such as EBM,
Rotary Clubs and others.

from working journalists, reporters, photographers,
editors, broadcasters ; from all members of the
Press Clubs at Hyderabad, Mirpurkhas, Mithi,
Nagarparkar, Umarkot, Chhachro, and other places.
These acknowledgements seek to be comprehensive.
Any omissions are entirely inadvertent and are
regretted.

--- we received support in kind, and in advancing
and implementing projects from a large range of
supporters, in the District Administration of
Tharparkar, and other District Administrations,
the relevant Departments of the Provincial
Government of Sindh, the Federal Government,
Parliament and the Provincial Assembly, the Police,
the Rangers, the Pakistan Army, and other
institutions; organizations of civil society including
other development and welfare bodies working in
Tharparkar ; citizens and residents of both rural and
urban Sindh.
--- our work and our appeals and recommendations
received regular and prominent coverage
in print and electronic media, in the Sindhi language,
Urdu language and English language media ;
from both private, independent media and from Statecontrolled media such as PBC and PTV;
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(Any omissions are entirely inadvertent and
are deeply regretted)

13. Department of Forests, Govt. of Sindh.
11. EBM (pvt) Ltd
12. Eastern Trade & Distributors
13. Pakistan Burmah Shell
14. ICI Pakistan Ltd.
15. Pakistan Air Force
16. Pakistan Navy
17. Cowasjee Foundation
18. BCCI Foundation
19. Rotary Club of Karachi Metropolitan
20. Star Textile Mills Ltd.
21. German Consulate, Karachi
22. P.C.S.I.R.
23. Pepsi Foundation
24. Quetta Textile Mills
25. ANZ Grindlays Bank
26. American Women's Club
27. British Women’s Association

Institutions: (1985 to date)

Individuals: (1985 to date)

Support from
individuals
and
institutions–
with funds and in
kind.

1. MNJ Communications (pvt) Ltd.
2. UNICEF
3. Asian Federation of Advertising
Associations
4. Society for International Development
5. Trust for Voluntary Or ganizations
(TVO)
6. The Asia Foundation
7. Social Action Programme
8. CIDA - CFLI
9. World Food Programme
10. Friedrich Ebert Stifung (FES)
11. Pakistan Poverty Alleviation Fund
(PPAF)
12. UNDP & Ministry of Environment,
Govt of Pakistan.

Shabnam & Javed Jabbar
Professor Ghaffar Billoo
Dr. Hussain Buksh Kolachi
Dr. Saeed Ismail
Mr. Tariq Mustafa
M.I. & G.H.I. Muhamedy families
Mr. Khawar M. Butt
Mr. Khurshid Hadi
Ms. Gul-e-Farkhanda
Mr. Hameed Haroon
Mr. Ardeshir Cowasjee
Ms. Sara Cassim Sheikh
Mr. Ahmed Mohammad Parek
Mr. Rafeeque Patel
Mr. Farrukh Kemall
Mr. Riaz Laljee
Mr. Suleman Farooq
Mr.Casim M. Parek

Dr Shamsunisa
Mr. Hashim Sayeed
Mr & Mrs. Khalil Sattar
Mr & Mrs. Asim Abdullah
Mr & Mrs. Zakir Mehmood
Mr. Pierre Seillan
Mrs. Sultana Mahmood
Dr. Zeenut Alahdad & Mr. Ziad Alahdad
Anonymous donors
Pharmaceutical Companies, specially up to 1992:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.

Abbott Laboratories Pakistan Ltd.
Beecham Pakistan (PVt) Ltd.
Boots Pakistan Ltd.
Wellcome Pakistan Ltd.
Wyeth Laboratories
Woodwards
Ciba Geigy (Pvt) LTd.
Pfizer Labortories
Hoechst Pakistan LTd
Glaxo Laboratories
Smith Kline & French of Pakistan Ltd.
May & Baker (Pvt) Ltd.
Hamdard (Waqf) Pakistan Ltd.

Karachi Schools: (1987-88)
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.

Mama Parsi School
Foundation Public School
Falcon House Grammar School
St.Joseph's Convent
Karachi Grammar School
Al-Mujuddid High School
City School
Maria's Public School
Beacon House Public School
St.Patrick's School
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Village women
and men,
in their own
words:

Meet Jarri who used small loans to make a
big difference for her family!
Mst. Jarri, w/o Vanno, Village Wadhan-jo-Wandio,
Union Council, Adhigam, Nagarparkar taluka.
She says: ‘‘I am about 46 years old and I live in
village Wadhan-jo-wandio. I do not have formal
education. I am a member of the Ramnagar
Development Organization based in village.
We are six family members. My husband is a 55
year-old farmer. We depend on rain-based cultivation
of agriculture crops. Due to poverty, my family faces
many problems. We had only one bull, instead of
two needed for effective cultivation of crops.

encouraged me and advised me to purchase other
animals for income generation. In 2007, I got a loan
of Rs. 8000/= from the Baanhn Beli PPAF micro
credit program, with which I purchased 3 goats.
In a year, each goat gave one kid. By selling them
I returned the loan within due course of time.
Nowadays, we have two bullocks and 9 goats. We
are passing a happy and healthy life and our children
are getting their education in the Baanhn Beli-PPAF
girls primary school in Wadan-jo-Wandio.
I am thankful to Baanhn Beli for changing my life
and pray for Baanhn Beli’’.

During the rainy season, my cousin used to provide
another bull temporarily. With that, my husband
cultivated only a small piece of land from which we
could hardly meet the daily expenses of life.
.
I joined Ramnagar Development Organization as
Member. This CO was formed under facilitation and
cooperation of Baanhn Beli in 2005.
In 2005, I got a loan of Rs.15,000/= from the microcredit program of Baanhn Beli-PPAF for cultivation
of crops. I purchased another bull. There was good
rainfall in 2005 and my husband cultivated 50% more
crops and got good income, from which I have
returned the loan in two installments.
With this, there is a big change in our life.
Now we have two healthy bullocks, used for
agriculture.
With this change, the social mobilization team
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Haleema,
a student who
is now
a development
specialist !

“My name is Haleema w/o Qasim, resident of
Nagarparkar town. I belong to a poor family. My
father died when I was only five years old. To meet
our expenses on food and other items, my mother
used to make “pakoras” and “chana” for sale. My
elder brother would then sell these items in “Chacki”
muhalla in Nagarparkar.
“When the honourable Javed Jabbar had a building
constructed for the first-ever girls' primary school
and high school in Nagarparkar (during his term as
Senator from 1985-1991), my mother admitted me
to the primary school, Nagarparkar in 1990.
“I completed my primary education in 1995 and
continued secondary education in the same school
and then passed my Matric in 2001. I have obtained
training in community mobilization from Baanhn
Beli and then worked as a female social organizer in
People's Village Development Programme (PVDP)
Nagarparkar which is also a local development
organization.
“My mother has also worked as a Lady Health
attendant in Baanhn Beli Mother and Child Health
Center (MCH) in Nagarparkar. After I was married
to Qasim, I got a chance to join Government service
in Population Welfare Department of the Government
of Sindh in 2010 as a Community Mobilizer. Now,
my husband and our two children are living a secure
life…. I thank Baanhn Beli for providing me and my
family with the opportunities for education,
employment and training and I hope that Baanhn
Beli will always continue such good work in the
future.”
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Kastooro Kohli
uses solar power
to be a
successful
forester farmer.

“I am Kastooro Kolhi, resident of village Raarhkua,
Union Council Pithapur, Taluka Nagarparkar.

and smelly diesel.
Sunlight is free, sunlight is clean!

“I own twenty acres land* on which sub-soil water
is available. About 5 years ago, I returned from the
barrage-irrigated area of Sindh to cultivate my own
land. For this purpose, I dug a new well and installed
a diesel pump to pump water up and to cultivate
some crops such as “bajra”, “moong” and “gawar”.

“On 3 acres I am cultivating onions and different
vegetables. On this part of my land and adjacent
land, I have also planted about 450 fruit trees which
produce lemon berry, zizyphus “ber”, “chikko” and
date palm trees. All of them are sustained by water
from the solar-powered pump.

“Even though I invested about Rs.300,000 during 5
years on various needs such as purchase of diesel,
pump, seeds, livestock, daily food requirements,
medicines, clothing, religious festivals, transport etc.
the crops were not giving me enough income to meet
my needs because of erratic availability of sub-soil
water, lack of rainfall and other reasons. In fact, I
became indebted.

“Due to high temperatures during summer and due
to my own lack of experience, about half the number
of planted trees were lost. But about half of the
number have survived and are bearing fruit. And
giving me income.

“In 2010, a team of Baanhn Beli visited my farm.
They explained a new idea to me about how we can
use sunlight instead of expensive diesel, whose prices
have been increasing day-by-day, to draw water and
to grow fruit trees.

“I now earn enough from my farm to meet the daily
expenses of my family and have re-paid the loan
taken from the local money-holder.

“Even though I did not have any previous experience
of “agro-forestry” I accepted the invitation from the
Baanhn Beli team and decided to take up the
challenge.
“In this SLMP project, Baanhn Beli has helped me
to install a pump to draw water from my well powered
by solar energy. I have also been trained in how to
improve the fertility of the soil of my land. To use
solar energy is so much better than using expensive

“I also planted gugar and jantar plants around the
boundaries of my agro-forestry farm as wind breakers.

“I am thankful to Baanhn Beli for providing me
technical knowledge and support.”
(*in the Tharparkar arid region, 20 acres of unirrigated land are equal in value to about only 2 acres
of land in a conventionally irrigated area outside
Tharparkar).
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Meet Sukhdev
of village
Sabusan:
a farm worker
who has
become
a popular
teacher.

“I am Sukhdev son of Karman and my age is 29
years. I belong to a very poor family. My father is
a small farmer and I am the only son. My father
wanted me to get education but due to our extreme
poverty, he could not afford to send me to school
when I was 6 or 7 years old because I had to start
working with him even when I was a small child.

education, Baanhn Beli engaged me on a salary basis
of Rs.7,000 per month. Presently, 45 girls are enrolled
in the Primary School. I enjoy imparting education
to them and I am grateful to Baanhn Beli and PPAF
for helping me to become a teacher.”

“However, my father was determined to educate me.
I was belatedly enrolled in the Government Boys'
School in Nagarparkar and eventually completed my
Matric class.
“In 2003, while supporting my father in his work on
our small farm, I also joined the village community
organization facilitated by Baanhn Beli and known
as Prem Nagri.
“With Baanhn Beli's support, I received training in
documentation, social mobilization, improved
livestock management, micro-credit and agriculture.
I was elected as General Secretary of Prem Nagri.
“In the Nagar Nagri project of Baanhn Beli, I was
employed for 2 years as a teacher in the Girls' Primary
School. During this period I also successfully
completed my Intermediate education from the
Government Degree College in Mithi in 2004.
“When the Nagar Nagri project concluded on the
ending of support from the donor, I continued to
provide my services as a teacher in the Girls' Primary
School on a voluntary basis.
“In 2011, under the project supported by PPAF for
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Meet Sultan
of village Churio
where a new
water supply
system has
significantly
changed the
quality of life.

“My name is Sultan and I live in village Churio. I
am the elected General Secretary of our village forum
known as the Chaman Development Organization.
“Our village is located in Union Council Pithapur,
Taluka Nagarparkar about 45 km away from
Nagarparkar. The village has a population of about
1535 living in 256 house-holds.
“During a meeting with Baanhn Beli in 2009, it was
agreed that the single biggest problem facing our
village was lack of convenient access to drinking
water. Women had to walk at least 1 km from their
houses to the closest well. Thus, several hours had
to be spent every day on this task.

households, a total of 125 taps, with piped water
connections have been installed. Neighbours
collaborate to pay Rs.150 per month for each such
connection. Thus, we collect a total of Rs.18,750
per month. Two part-time operators of the scheme
are paid Rs.3,000 each. The diesel required for the
pump costs about Rs.6,500 per month. The balance
amount of Rs.6,000 per month goes into a savings
fund of our village organization which can be used
for common benefit.
“In addition to the valuable time and labour saved,
many house-holds have started kitchen gardening
and are growing vegetables for daily use as a result
of this water supply scheme initiated by Baanhn Beli
and supported by PPAF.”

“With the encouragement and guidance of the Baanhn
Beli team, our Chaman Development Organization
formulated a water supply scheme for the whole
village. The scheme is based on installation of a
pump to draw enough water from the well to meet
the needs of all our house-holds and to provide pipes
from the well to several points in the village from
which the women can conveniently obtain their daily
requirements of water. The cost of the scheme came
to Rs.1.7 million for all the hardware, pipes, technical
supervision etc. We made a commitment to provide
20% of the total cost through some free labour and
supervision.
“Baanhn Beli agreed to provide the remaining 80%
of the cost with the support of PPAF. The scheme
was completed in June 2010.
“To make access to water convenient for 256
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Meet Zulekha who almost died
while giving birth
to her child,
and now brings
new lives into this
world !

Meet Nazeeran
who began her
journey
to medical
doctorship from a
Baanhn Beli school

“My name is Zulekha and the name of my husband is Jalal Khan. We live in village Churio.
“About 14 years ago, when I was expecting a child, I developed severe pains close to the time of delivery.
My husband and family rushed me to the Baanhn Beli Health Centre at Nagarparkar where Dr.Farida
Yasmeen was available. She conducted the safe delivery of my baby and saved my life because, without
this timely help, I would most likely have died.
“Some months after this episode when I had recovered normal health I became interested in learning how
to help other women become mothers of their own babies without risking their lives. In 1998, I obtained
training as a “Dai” (lady health attendant) at the Village Community Development project of Baanhn Beli.
“I have now been working in far-flung villages and in my own village for the past 12 years as a trained Dai.
I have recently also joined duty at the Mother and Child Health Centre of Baanhn Beli established in my
own village Churio with the support of PPAF. I have also received training in primary health care and can
provide treatment for common ailments and earn just enough to help support our family alongwith the
earnings of my husband.”

“I am Nazeeran, daughter of Sajan Charo, resident of village Dedsar, Taluka
Diplo, District Tharparkar.
“Baanhn Beli opened the first-ever girls' primary school in our village Dedsar
in 1997. My parents admitted me to this school where I completed the first 3
years of my education. Those first 3 years in the Baanhn Beli school are memories
which I will always cherish because they laid the foundation for my future
education. Even after my family migrated to Mithi where I successfully completed
my Matric class with a grade A and have now enrolled in the Government Degree
College, Mithi in class-XI, I value the direction given to me by the start which
I gained in the village school. One day soon, Insha-Allah, I will become a medical doctor and serve my
community.”
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Meet Bhaledino who
used a small loan to
achieve a modest but
stable and sustainable
life-style.

“I am Bhaledino, son of Mithoo Hangorjo, resident of village Dandhi in Union Council Bhakuo, Taluka
Mithi, District Tharparkar.
“In 1997, my family and I were very worried because of our inability to earn enough money. I came into
contact with Baanhn Beli which was offering small loans even to persons like me who did not have any
property to offer as security for the loan. The only guarantee was the goodwill and faith that my neighbours
and friends had in me. The Baanhn Beli team accepted their recommendation and assurance.
“With Rs.9,000 borrowed from Baanhn Beli, I bought 9 goats. Over the past 14 years the original 9 goats
produced new baby-goats in sufficient numbers which in turn produced their own kids to eventually enable
me to not only return the loan but also to acquire more animals.
“While I presently own 28 goats which easily provide enough milk for my 2 daughters, 2 sons, my wife
and myself on a daily basis, I estimate that, during the past decade and a half, our “turn-over” must have
exceeded Rs.350,000/-.
“Our children are enrolled in schools and I hope they will gain both a good education and will be wellemployed in the future.”

Meet Haroo, whose
village's water needs
were met by an
anonymous donor via
Baanhn Beli

“My name is Haroo, son of Thanyo, caste Meghwar, village Khakhanar Rahim Ali, Union Council Islamkot,
Taluka Mithi, District Thaparkar.
“The population of our village is about 2500 residing in 416 house-holds. So far we have been meeting
our water needs from only one well. And this was very inconvenient because there was not enough water
for all. We had already spent our savings in digging some wells which did not produce sweet water. Every
day our women and children had to walk long distances to fetch water.
“In June 2010, through the generosity of an anonymous donor who provided an amount in cash to the
founding president of Baanhn Beli, Mr. Javed Jabbar, and through Fakir Meer Muhammad sahib (who has
tragically passed away recently), we were offered the funds to dig a new well at a location where all of us
agreed that sweet, drinkable water could be found. To meet part of the cost, we agreed to provide some of
the labour free of charge.
“Now, in 2011, thanks to the anonymous donor facilitated by Baanhn Beli, our village has 2 wells which
adequately meet our daily needs.”
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A goodwill
message from
Mr. Qazi Azmat
Isa, CE,
Pakistan Poverty
Alleviation Fund
(PPAF)

PPAF is honoured to join you in celebrating the 25th anniversary of the
Nagarparkar Declaration. We are proud of our support to Baanhn Beli’s
eternal “friendship” with the people of Thar. Our tribute to the vision of
Javed Jabbar and the hard work of his team.

A goodwill
message from
Mr. Shahid Fiaz,
The Asia
Foundation

The Asia Foundation is pleased to acknowledge the huge contributions
Baanhn Beli has made in fostering citizens’ participation in democratic
processes and improving governance in Pakistan.

God speed and warmest regards.

BB played a key role in monitoring and observing the 2008 General Elections
in the Tharparkar region. The Foundation is privileged to partner with BB
under the banner of FAFEN to help citizens in improving public accountability
in the country.
We recognize the leadership Baanhn Beli provided to the people of Thar in
the 1990s and continues to help the poorest of the poor in the country. One
of the greatest strengths of BB lies in the fact that it has, over the last two
decades, worked closely with people of the area in the prioritizing of their
development needs. The Asia Foundation is proud to have Baanhn Beli as
its partner.
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A goodwill
message from
Anja Minnaert
and
Abdul Qadir,
Friedrich-EbertStiftung,
Pakistan.

We in the Friedrich-Ebert-Stiftung would like to congratulate citizens of Tharparker
and Baanhn Beli team on commemorating 25th year of their partnership. We
draw satisfaction to make our own modest contribution in furthering your joint
collaboration during those years.
The cooperation of Baanhn Beli and the Friedrich-Ebert-Stiftung since 2001
commenced by the inspiration of the untiring struggle of the courageous women
and men, both young and seniors of Tharparker towards their progress and of
their next generations. Through support and guidance of the Baanhn Beli team
and leadership, particularly of its founding president Mr. Javed Jabbar, the
decade-long association contributed in broadening the awareness and knowledge
on citizens’ socio-economic and political rights and to facilitate Thari citizens
for continuing collective efforts in attaining their due rights.
The cooperation projects though women,s access to the medium of radio, political
education programmes for youth, functional and legal capacity building programme
of women councillors of local government as well encouraging girl students in
campus debates supported the shared goals of empowering marginalised Thari
people. We express our best wishes for the lasting friendship of Baanhn Beli and
the citizens of Tharparkar.

Anja Minnaert
and Abdul Qadir
Friedrich-Ebert-Stiftung
Pakistan
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A goodwill
message from
Dr. Lekhraj
Kella,
Provincial
Project
Co-ordinator,
Sustainable
Land
Management
Project.

Baanhn Beli is the pioneer NGO of Tharparkar district that launched its activities
in a time when there was a severe prolonged drought in the desert district of
Sindh and there was no basic facility like road, electricity, telephone, health,
education, etc. When the Founding President launched Baanhn Beli, local people
had reservations as to why these elites of Karachi take interest in minority
dominated, remote and poor desert district of this province. But today every
person in the district takes his name with respect and is grateful to his organization
which not only gave exposure to the desert but brought a real change in their
lives.
I being a resident of Tharparkar, had just heard the name of Baanhn Beli and
its organizers as it was mainly working in Nagarparkar area. I came into direct
contact when Baanhn Beli was selected as Implementing Partner for the execution
of SLMP pilot project in Tharparkar District. It was a best experience of working
with this NGO particularly with its current President Mr. M. Khan Marri and
programme coordinator Mr. Hanif Khoso.
Baanhn Beli is a real NGO, that does not believe in money making and works
closely with communities. They are pioneers of irrigated agriculture in Parkar
by construction of Delay Action Dams, introduction of diesel engines and several
other activities. Their social services in health, education, human rights, etc. are
innumerable. I wish all the best to Baanhn Beli in serving the neglected populace
of Sindh.
Dr. Lekhraj Kella
Provincial Project Co-ordinator
Karachi
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A goodwill
message from
Mr. Dominic
Stephen,
Founder of
PVDP.

I am happy to read that Baanhn Beli is
preparing for celebration of 27th
Anniversay of start of informal work in
Nagar Parkar and 25th Anniversary of
adoption of Charter of Nagar Parkar
Declaration on 3rd August 1987. It is indeed
a befitting occasion to publish a Siver
Jubilee Report. Congratulations Javed
Jabbar sahib to you and the whole family
of Baanhn Beli.
I have known Baanhn Beli since 1989 when
I came to work with Save the Children
(UK) in Islamkot. I observed in those days
frequent visits of Javed sahib and teams
of development experts and philanthropists
to Nagarparkar, the area with no metalled
roads, no electricity, no clean drinking
water. I saw Javed sahib and his team
riding “Kekras”, the GMC trucks-turnedpublic transport carrying personal
belongings, cattle, men, women and
children all “mixed up”. Those were the
hard days for Tharparkar people.

Parkari Kohlis to which I myself belong.
I have observed over the years that Baanhn
Beli’s work has made a difference in
changing the lives of the local communities
through their health, literacy, poverty
reduction, capacity building and awareness
programmes.
The cinema film “Ramchand Pakistani”
was also a daring episode supported by
Baanhn Beli in terms of contribution to
establishment of justice, particularly for
the indigenous communities of
Nagarparkar.
With utmost respect to you, Javed sahib
and the Baanhn Beli family.

I am happy to say that Baanhn Beli chose
to reach out to the most vulnerable
communities of Nagarparkar with majority
belonging to minority communities. This
indigenous community call themselves
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A goodwill
message from
Mr. Tanveer
Arif,
Chief Executive,
SCOPE
(Society for
Conservation &
Protection of the
Environment).

I wish to say that JJ and BB (Javed Jabbar and Baanhn Beli) have been great
inspirations for me in my work as an environment activist.
In fact NGO’s currently working in Tharparkar are utilizing an institutional base
among Thar’s communities, built by Baanhn Beli under the leadership of the
founding president of Baanhn Beli.
I witness that Javed Jabbar inspired, motivated and have made many people
interested, and practically involved in social work. I remember many people, who
were competitors (in a sense) used to accuse him of making Tharparkar as his
political constituency, which proved wrong in fact.
Baanhn Beli is an institution based on the philosophy of true and representative
democracy and empowerment of the community.
My organization Society for Conservation and Protection of Environment (SCOPE)
owes a lot to Baanhn Beli to provide facilitation, encouragement and technical
advice to launch its operations in Tharparkar district. Particularly we are thankful
to Mr. Jabbar, Mr. Bandhani and Mr. Aleem Soomro for moral and social support
provided to SCOPE. As a matter of fact we at SCOPE always consider Baanhn
Beli as our own organization.
The Silver Jubilee of Baanhn Beli must be a matter of great pride for you and
your associates, members and staff of Baanhn Beli, and we want to share the joy
and pride with you.
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One of the principal aims of Baanhn Beli is to
change negative attitudes and unjust practices
maintained for centuries in the name of
“tradition”.

In 25 to 27 years, we have probably been
able to make a small difference !
We use diverse project activities to sustain and
achieve the fundamental aim of progressive
change in mind-sets and behaviour.
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Data
Summary
1985/87-2011

Every second day in over 8576 days*, a new
water resource facility was developed
in a remote, arid location.

Water resources
developed

* (Calculated over 23 years and 49 days as per dates of launch of work).
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Health care &
health
education
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Literacy and
education
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In 7665 days*, on the average,
about every second day, one
poor woman or man was
provided a loan of about Rs
8500/=. Average repayment
rate was over 88%, despite
frequent droughts.

* (Calculated for 21 years during which small loans were provided)
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Baanhn Beli
Computer
Education
Centre
Islamkot &
Mithi
Tharparkar

Data Summary 1996-2011

Beneficiaries / Students
1996 to 12 July 2011
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Current projects:

Mother and
Child Health
Care Project
with the support
of the Pakistan
Poverty
Alleviation
Fund
(PPAF).

Goal:
* To reduce maternal mortality and morbidity in 41
selected villages by providing the services of a Lady
Health Visitor and
Lady Health Workers at the doorsteps of villages
women.
General Objectives:
The over-all objective of this activity is to improve
the health status of women and children in the target
areas by establishing 3 MCH centers in the target
area.To empower communities to improve the health
of children, and to help women of reproductive age
through the adoption of effective health promoting
behaviors, and improve access to primary health care
services
Project Location:
Union Councils 3 Nagarparkar, Pithapur and
Adhigams District Tharparkar.
Beneficiaries:Taluka / Tahseel Nagarparkar-1
Union Council -3
No. of Villages Covered 41

No. of Settlements/ Villages/ Hamlet Covered 41
No. of Households Covered 4872
Population: 29231
Direct beneficiaries:Awareness and training about
safe motherhood
Women, and their spouses; per village 4, from 41
villages (4 x 41) 164.
Representatives of male and female village
organizations (01 male +01 female) from 41 villages
( 2x 41 ) 82.
TBAs: Traditional Birth Attendants and Community
Health Workers from 41 villages: 41.
Beneficiaries of indirect training
One wife per village was trained who further trained
5 other wives in respective villages i.e. in 41 villages
(5 x 41 ) 205.
One husbands was trained who further trained 5
husbands in their respective villages i.e in 41 villages
(5 x 41 ) 205.
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Mother & Child Health Centres: locations and conditions

Ditto

Ditto

Provision of medicines, furniture, equipments for each community-managed model MCH Center supported by PPAF.
Procurement of medicines at approximate cost of Rs. 150,000 per MCH center per year.
Procurement of furniture at approximate cost of Rs. 100,000 per MCH.
Procurement of equipment at approximate cost of Rs. 100,000 per MCH center.
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Role & Responsibilites of Project Manager
The Project Manager of Health is responsible for all day-to-day operations as per work plan and and to ensure that inputs are fulfilled and targets
are achieved.
He is responsible for:
Orientation of New Staff members
Monitor and supervises the on-going activities at MCH Centre Inspection of treatment and diagnosis ,Job training of LHVs
Collects monthly / Quarterly reports from MCH Centers and submits consolidated reports of project to the support organization
Mobilizes the community, particularly mothers and children to get need-based health services
Identification of training needs of LHVs and Community Health workers, TBAs
Identification of the resource persons required for training.
Ensures efficient utilization of budget as per rules and regulations of PPAF.
Equips MCH centers with equipment.
Maintains staff record pertaining to their leave, postings, patients treated.
Conducts one day OPD once a week in each MCH Centre.
Takes feed-back from communities / stakeholders and ensure timely submission of progress reports to the support organization, i.e. PPAF.
Details of staff at MCH Centers
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Role and Responsibilities of Lady Health Visitors:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Provides preventive and curative services to patients
Maintenance of a maternity "labour" room and ensures the availability of all items required there.
Ensures the presence of all medicines, equipment and instruments and ensures anti-septic conditions.
Patients are attended promptly, counselling provided and further investigation advised accordingly.
To help reduce morbidity, mortality and malnutrition in children under 5 with special attention to children aged 0-24 months.
To mobilize women of reproductive age and their partners to access family planning and the Mother and Child Health services.
To mitigate the burden of communicable disease at the community level.
Provide ante-natal care and ensure that all pregnant women receive basic ante-natal care intervention.

Provide health education at village level to men and women to make them aware about ante-natal care and post-natal care, danger signs of
complications during pregnancy, complications from unsafe practices
Promote specific vaccination for mothers and infants, advise on mothers’ nutrition, family planning, consequences of early marriage, provide
information about early pregnancy and HIV/AIDS, Diarrhea, malaria, personal and environmental hygiene, and water-borne diseases. Nutrition
records of growth, nutrition and immunization and diagnosis and where necessary, treatment for village women and children.
Frequency of field visits to MCH centre by Lady Health Visitor to operate the MCH Centre : 4 days in a week.
Mobile Health Education sessions conducted at the Cluster / Village level twice a week.
Training of Traditional Birth Attendants and Community Health Workers : half yearly.
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Health management committees formed to monitor MCH centres at community level.
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Training

All Staff of each MCH center joined w.e.f 1st Nov 2011,
Communities have made available traditional "paka" structures consisting of
two rooms with bath/latrine for MCH Centers.
Rent Agreements signed with owners. Hard copies sent by post / courier.
Terms of partnership (TOP) are signed between CO and PO.
Sustainablity of Project:
As per terms and conditions signed between the community organization and
Baanhn Beli, the project can be sustained after completion by creating assets
from the collection of OPD fees, charges for attending to births of children
and from local resources.
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Democratic
Governance
Programme
supported
by Free & Fair
Election
Network
(FAFEN)
2009 - March
2011

Project Area/Programme Constituencies:
1. NA-226 District Mirpurkhas Sindh
2. NA-228 District Umerkot
3. NA-229 District Tharparkar -1

4. NA -230 District Tharparkar -11
5. Na-240 Baldia and Site Town Karachi
6. NA- 258 Gadap and Bin Qasim Town Malir
Karachi

Democratic Governance Programme Staff:
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Training of Staff Constituency
Coordinators and
Assistant Constituency
Coordinators (18)
Training Manual for Master Trainers
was developed under the supervision
of FAFEN in a participatory way. 20
trainers from 4 provinces gave their
in-puts, suggestions based on past
working and learning experiences.
These in-puts were incorporated into
the Training manual and the manual
was tested with selected Constituency
Coordinators and Assistant
Constituency Coordinators.
2 Rounds of Training were held under
the Democratic Governance
Programme and one under STAEP
Programme during October 2009 June 2011.
18 Constituency Coordinators of
Baanhn Beli also participated.
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Constituency Relations Group
(CRG)

Towns, Karachi, NA-241 Orangi Town, Karachi, NA-256 Shah Faisal Town, Karachi, NA-258 Gaddap and
Bin Qasim Towns, Karachi.

The kind of group, specially created
under the FAFEN programme is an
unprecedented forum comprising
about 15 to 25 persons who reside in
a given electoral constituency.

CRGs serve as a bridge between citizens residing in an electoral constituency and elected and non-elected
institutions.

The group includes: political activists,
intellecturals, lawyers, media
specialists, traders, teachers, students,
non-Muslim citizens, representatives
of civil society organizations, trade
union nominees, Government
officials, women councillors, religious
figures, young women and men, farm
workers and industrial workers.

CRGs monitor the quality of public service rendered by elected and non-elected public institutions. They
facilitate citizens to engage with such public institutions on a well-informed basis. The aim is to encourage
a quality of governance which is responsive to public needs and to meet diverse social, economic and
political realities.
Applying a process of constructive, cordial communication rather than adversarial confrontation, CRGs
use peaceful, non-violent advocacy to strengthen accountability and transparency. They promote democratic
values and practices at the grass-roots level.
First Round of Training of CRGs:

Members are imbued with a spirit of
volunteer service.
Baanhn Beli established such CRGs
in National Assembly (NA)
constituency no.226, NA-227 District
Mirpurkhas, NA-228 District
Umerkot, NA-229, NA-230 District
Tharparkar, NA-240 Baldia and Site
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1405 rural women and 769 men obtained their CNICs and 673 women and 798
men were facilitated for registration as voters.

Second Round of Training of
CRGs:

Facilitation in obtaining
Computerized National Identity
Cards (CNIC) and voter
registration of vulnerable groups

Process used for achieving targets of CNIC and
voter registration: in a series of meetings with
NADRA and ECP officials, a joint working strategy
was developed to formulate a plan for Mobile
Registration of Voters (MRV).
Identification of areas where there was low registration
of voters in comparison to its apparent size of
population. Enlistment of volunteers and youth from
the area to help identify and attest to the authenticity
of the identities of local residents to enable such
persons to apply for their CNICs and for voter
registration.

and find attesters of identities.
Distribution of printed material and display of banners
and signs in villages, communities and groups, at
traffic focal points, streets, bus stands, social occasions
and events to motivate citizens to register themselves
as voters and to obtain CNICs.

Convening of meetings at the village and the Union
Council levels to identify unregistered persons and
create clusters and mobilize additional volunteers
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CNIC and voter registration
campaign

Community meetings with women
& men
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Training on exercise by citizens of
their Right to Information
( F re e d o m o f I n f o r m a t i o n )
Participants: Members of CRGs
and Baanhn Beli staff
It has been observed that citizens
generally do not exercise their rights
to freedom of information as available
under Section-137 of the Local
Government Ordinance 2001, and
Provincial Government Ordinances
and Federal Government Ordinance
2002. These laws aim to allow
citizens to freely and easily access
public information, subject to certain
preventive provisions. These
preventive provisions are the source
of considerable controversy. Whereas
all States and Governments around
the world classify sensitive
documents as “top secret”,
“restricted” and apply differing time
periods up to which such classified
documents cannot be made available
for free public access, there is a body
of opinion in civil society and the
media which strongly opposes either
any kind of such restrictive
classification or is of the view that
the time limits up to which States /
Governments can withhold
documents from public scrutiny are
far too long. In Pakistan as well such

a controversy exists. Nevertheless it is not often
acknowledged by the media and civil society that
there are several legal means for citizens to obtain
a larger volume of officially-controlled information.
Whether these be court records of public hearings
of cases past and present or details of Government
expenditure and actions which are made available in
answer to questions put by members of the Federal
Parliament, the Provincial Assemblies and the District
Councils, there is already a large volume of
information of public interest available for scrutiny.

• Freedom of Information Local Government
Ordinance 2001 section 137
• Freedom of Information Federal Government
Ordinance 2002 (XCVI OF 2002)
• Freedom of information Provincial Govt of Sindh
Ordinance 2005
• Application for obtaining information
o Procedure for filling of complaint if access is
denied of, and follow-up action
• Process if information again denied, and further
action.

To raise awareness on such aspects and to enable
citizens to use existing laws and other processes,
Baanhn Beli organized 6 training workshops in 6
National Assembly constituencies NA-226
Mirpurkhas, NA-228, District Umerkot, NA-229,
NA-230 District Tharparkar and NA-240, NA-258
Karachi.

Focus Group discussions to formulate constituency
development plans were held in
6 constituencies

Contents of training:
• What is meant by the Right to Freedom of
Information?
• How to access information?

Participants highlighted issues and the governance
situation in the local, regional and national
contexts:
• Breakdown of law and order threatens the lives
and livelihoods of citizens. Failure to ensure security
of life, honour and property, kidnapping, target killing,
street crimes are increasing day by day.
• Increase in alleged corruption of elected
representatives and ministers
• Undue escalation of prices and rising poverty
• Gender-biased approach and violation of women's
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rights
• Illiteracy
• Increasing uncertainty and
unemployment
• Misuse and looting of national
resources
• Failure to end food, electricity and
fuel shortages
• Adverse aspects of ethnic politics,
tribal and clan conflicts
In the Tharparkar arid region
comprising the Districts of Umerkot
and Tharparkar, there is an informal,
long-established effective coalition
between power groups which favour
the interests of the elite classes rather
than the majority consisting of the
poor, the illiterate and the
disadvantaged.

Common perceptions:
• Democratic institutions do not have strong roots
• There is a “chair race” to obtain political offices
• Politics is under the covert and open influence of
foreign powers
• Ethnic and tribal politics are important factors
• Government services are generally inadequate
and the people do not expect much from Government
officials
• The national education system is poorly staffed
and managed
• Existing system favour the rich and is harsh on
minorities and the poor.
• In Universities and other educational institutions,
politicians manipulate students for their own interest
• Due to widespread poverty and unemployment,
petty crimes are on the rise.

The basic aim in this category of activity is to assess
the capacity of major organizations and institutions
which inter-act with citizens on a daily basis to fulfil
their duties in a timely and respectful manner so that
citizens are facilitated at the local level instead of
seeking remedies to problems from centres and
sources at a considerable distance from their area of
residence.

Other inequities and inefficiencies:
However, there are also some positive
elements within this unacknowledged
coalition which are supportive and
facilitative of progress. It would not
be fair to paint everyone in public
office or in an official position with
the same brush.
Nevertheless, there is a widely-held
view amongst citizens that this
coalition of common interests obtains
benefits for itself in the form of
permits, licenses and contracts while
the following realities persist:

Residents of the region complain that whether it is
junior clerks or senior officials, virtually all public
service institutions are marked by appointments and
promotions without merit, re-employment after
statutory retirement age, privileged postings,
discriminatory allotment of residential land and
agricultural areas, loans from banks for agro industries
and farms, obtaining large numbers of licenses for
weapons and a general misuse of the administrative
system to favour a few.
Monitoring of governance: to evaluate the
transparency of public institutions:

Data collection from public institutions: analysis
and action
Baanhn Beli governance monitors visit schools,
colleges, health facilities, police stations, retail price
shops, elective and public institutions, NADRA,
Election Commission of Pakistan, law and order
enforcement departments to collect data, fill out
standardized checklists and conduct interviews of
employees and visitors / applicants, observe physical
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internal environment and transmit
data to the FAFEN secretariat for data
entry, cleaning and analysis.
Data was collected from the
following public institutions and
sectors and their performance
monitored:
• Elected and public institutions
• Educational institutions
• Health institutions
• Police stations
• Local offices of the Election
Commission of Pakistan
o Check registration of
computerized national identity cards
(CNICs) of citizens
• Gauge community perceptions
• Check the real price index
• Observe proceedings of
legislatures
Checking CNICs
This process involved the following
activities:

3. The operational status of the complaint cell.
4. The functional status of equipment and the camps
organized in rural areas for mobile units to register
voters (MRVs).
5. Perceptions of citizens about the performance of
NADRA staff members.
6. Sharing of information amongst members of the
CRG.
Monitoring local offices / services of the Election
Commission of Pakistan (ECP)
This aspect involved:
1. Review of the list of eligible voters registered in
the constituency.
2. Verification of applications from citizens for
enlisting their names as voters and comparison of
the same to changes/amendments made in the electoral
rolls.
3. Adverse or positive influence of elected
representatives and Government officials on the
functioning of the ECP office responsible for the
area.
Monitoring health institutions
This process comprised:

1. Verifying the total number of
applications received from adult
women and men for issuance of
CNICs.
2. Verification of actual CNICs
issued compared to applications
received.

Inspection of the condition of building, boundary
wall, sanitation, hygienic conditions, functioning of
health-related equipment, availability of medicines,
particularly those required to deal with emergencies,
comparison of staff actually present on duty with the
sanctioned strength of the staff, numbers of women
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and men doctors available, male and female nurses,
availability of vaccinators, support staff such as
janitors, guards, record of punctuality and attendance,
total annual budget, development and nondevelopmental expenditure, grant received, if any
from Senators / MNAs / MPAs or other donors, visits
if any by elected representatives, monitoring visits
by Government officials, Provincial and local,
attitudes and conduct of staff with patients and visitors.
Monitoring of educational institutions
This process comprised:
Inspection of the condition of the structure, boundary
wall, sanitation, hygiene, water supply, electricity
supply, furniture for both students and teachers, and
for non-teaching staff, number of trained and untrained staff, sanctioned strength of staff compared
to staff actually on duty, number of students enrolled
and number present on the day of the visit, total
budget, development and non-development parts of
the budget, grants, if any, received from Senators /
MNAs / MPAs or other donors, visits, if any, by
elected representatives, monitoring visits by Provincial
and local Government officials, number of teachers
suspended / terminated, if any, for poor performance.

Baanhn Beli

Democratic governance with the support of
The Asia Foundation and FAFEN.
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Monitoring of police station
This process comprised:
Observation of the condition of a
station’s structure, its maintenance,
amenities available on site, ease of
access to the Station House Officer
(SHO), ease of access to information,
maintenance of the first information
reports (FIRs) register, ease of access
to copies of FIRs and to other
documents submitted by the police
stations to the Courts, influence, if
any, of elected representatives and
Government officials on the
independent functioning of the police
station, comparison between the
sanctioned staff strength and the
actual staff present on duty or in the
field, the number and categories of
FIRs registered during the 3 months
prior to the date of the monitoring
visit, the general attitude towards
enforcing the rule of law.
Monitoring the responsiveness of
public institutions
This process comprised:
Review of how an institution handles
complaints by citizens i.e. number of
days taken to redress the cause of the
complaint and the number of days
taken to respond in writing to the

concerned citizen. To ascertain whether the relevant
officials have awareness and knowledge about the
provisions of the Freedom of Information Ordinance
2002 and Section 137 of the Local Government
Ordinance 2001. Number of complaints received,
responded to, addressed, etc. per month.

interviews, it was attempted to gauge citizens' views
about: the frequency and quality of inter-action
between constituents/voters and their elected
representatives, performance of the Government as
a whole, the degree of transparency, the
prevalence/absence of corruption, the degree of trust
in public institutions particularly those dealing with

Monitoring of elected/public institutions regarding
development projects, performance, corruption
etc.

law and order, health, education and justice.

This aspect concerned noting of the number and
category of development projects initiated during a
particular quarter, the size of the budget, methods
used to track actual expenditure for both development
and non-development purposes, the efficiency level
of officials, reports about corruption and verified
instances of malpractices recorded in a complaints
register, implementation of social safety nets projects
such as the Benazir Income Support Programme etc.

While the monitoring activities conducted as per
above details did identify some notable and laudable
examples of sincerity, integrity and efficiency amongst
certain individuals in public institutions, aspects
which were lauded by citizens who benefited from
such qualities, the monitoring activities by Baanhn
Beli also revealed, unsurprisingly, a significantly
high level of dissatisfaction amongst citizens at large
about the poor quality of service and integrity in most
public institutions.

Broad conclusion:

Gauge community perceptions
Through a process of focus group discussion and
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Advocacy Campaign
CRG Campaign for the revival of
Local Government System
Citizen Assemblies for Immediate
Local Government Elections
6 Citizen Assemblies were held in
5 constituencies
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Participants of citizens' assemblies
included representatives of different
political parties including workers
and leaders of : MQM, Muslim
League (F), Muslim League (N),
Muslim League (Q), Jamaat-e-Islami,
Jamiat Ulema-e-Islam (F), JUI (S),
Awami National Party, Awami Tehrik,
Sindh National Front, etc. Parties not
listed here were invited but did not
send representatives.

citizens' assemblies were marked by cordiality and
mutual respect. Contrasting viewpoints were
expressed and heard without obstruction or
interruption. The core issue on which there emerged
a remarkable level of consensus was the need to
conduct free and fair elections at the earliest time in
order to restore and revive the Local Government
system. This consensus also included an agreement
to conduct a campaign through print and electronic
media to mobilize public opinion in support of this
demand.

Participants also included persons
associated with trade unions,
WAPDA, Railways, student bodies,
Bar Councils and journalists.

Amongst the media which gave notable coverage to
these assemblies and the adoption of unanimous
resolutions on the demand for immediate elections
for Local Governments were leading newspapers
such as Jang, Ibrat, Ummat, Khabrain, Tameer-eSindh, Awami Awaz, Masawaat, Sindh and others.

Despite the wide diversity and the
sharp differences amongst the
political and public organizations
named above, discussions in the

Speakers in the citizens' assemblies:
• Called for reforms to consolidate the Local
Government system but not an abolition of the system.
• Opposed the appointment of Administrators and
urged the Government of announce the date for the
Local Government elections at the earliest.
• Such elections be held on a party basis.
• Under the Devolution Plan of 2001, powers were
delegated to the City Nazim and the District Nazim
instead of the Union Councils which are the most
fundamental forums of the electoral will of the people
and are directly elected, unlike the Nazims who are
indirectly elected. Therefore, suitable amendments
should be made to empower the directly-elected
Union Councils.
• Such Union Councils should be given financial
resources and authority to make them more effective.
• Authentic representation be assured for deprived
and marginalized communities such as peasants and
workers.
• 516 out of 568 participants voted in favour of the
Resolution containing the above recommendations
by a raising of hands and all those who voted in
favour also signed the Resolution.
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A success story:

There are many subjects and events competing for
the attention of media in general as well as regional
media in particular.

the remarkable
co-operation
of the Mirpurkhas
media with CRGs

However, All the members of the Mirpurkhas Press
Club, whether they be from the print media or the
electronic media extended an exceptional level of
interest in, and co-operation with the constituency
relations groups working both in Mirpurkhas itself
and in the adjacent region of Tharparkar.
The office-bearers of the Mirpurkhas Press Club also
extended special co-operation to the CRGs by making
available the premises of the Club for CRG meetings
free of cost on four separate occasions despite the
fact the hall is normally rented out on a commercial
basis.
Reporters and correspondents based in Mirpurkhas
for national and regional media, print and electronic,

along with their Bureau chiefs, still photographers,
TV cameramen, and other staff covered CRG activities
on a regular basis and ensured that these reports were
printed or broadcast in a large number of newspapers,
magazines, TV and radio channels. Thus, the
important aims of FAFEN and of CRGs were
effectively conveyed to tens of thousands of people
in the region and the Province.
In addition, the media persons of Mirpurkhas offered
their voluntary services to CRGs to strengthen
democratic values, promote political education and
pursue accountability and transparency.
Through such constructive co-operation between
media and CRGs organized by Baanhn Beli the
principal issues of the public interest were articulated
and practical solutions identified and advocated.
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Inter-action
between CRG
members and the
Baanhn Beli team

A new kind of co-operative, non-commercial
partnership exclusive in the public interest has evolved
between members of CRGs and the Baanhn Beli
team.
Spanning a rich range of professional sectors,
members of CRGs have nevertheless unified with
Baanhn Beli in the shared desire to reform the process
of delivering services to the common citizen on a
fair and equitable basis.
There is continuous dialogue and frequent interaction between the two partners. Information is
regularly exchanged about on-going or new
developments at the local level so that adjustments
can be made to work programmes and schedules.
By using a candid, self-evaluative approach, CRGs
and Baanhn Beli are able to maintain a clear direction
and make improvements in their operations on a
regular basis.
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Role of the FAFEN secretariat and support by
The Asia Foundation
Baanhn Beli records its sincere appreciation for the
valuable professional support provided by all the
members of the FAFEN secretariat in Islamabad and
by FAFEN as a whole for designing the project, for
formulating training material to be used in the field,
for extending orientation and capacity-building to
partner organizations and for maintaining a sustained
and collaborative approach through the different
phases of work.
Baanhn Beli also thanks The Asia Foundation for
making possible the implementation of this pathbreaking project by ensuring the required financial
resources for the payment of staff salaries, office
utilities, transportation and communication expenses
and for being consistent in supporting democratic
advancement.
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Inspired by the success of the
Democratic Governance
programme, The Asia Foundation
and FAFEN help Baanhn Beli to
expand scope of work from 6 to 9
National Assembly constituencies
under the Supporting
Transparency, Accountability and
Electoral Processes in Pakistan
(STAEP), April 2011 - June 2013
This three-year program will support
citizens' actions for electoral,
parliamentary and governance
reforms.
“……STAEP is a continuation of the
Democratic Governance Program that
is being implemented since 2009.
The earlier program, which was
spread across 6 National Assembly
constituencies in Sindh made a great
impact at the societal and governance
levels….
“……. at the society level an effective
force of trained staff and hundreds
of volunteers were mobilized to work
together to promote democratic
values. They monitored elected and
public institutions, allowing common
citizens to engage with those
institutions in a more informed and
objective way….
“……. under its three-year
Supporting Transparency,
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Accountability and Electoral Processes in Pakistan
(STAEP) Program, Baanhn Beli is expanding the
scope of its existing work under the FAFEN network
from 6 to 9 National Assembly constituencies: NA226, NA-227 District Mirpurkhas NA-228 Umerkot
NA-229 & NA-230 District Tharparkar NA-256 &
NA 258 Karachi East NA-240 & NA-241 Karachi
West…..

Such engagement is critical to building public support,
as well as pressure for more responsive governance
geared to meet diverse social, economic and political
needs. These must be met in a timely, transparent
and accountable manner. The program purpose will
remain the achievement of democratic processes that
are open, inclusive, efficient and accountable to
citizens of Pakistan….

“……. under the STAEP program, electoral,
parliamentary and governance oversight and reforms
will remain the primary focus. The program will help
to develop and facilitate constructive linkages between
citizens and elected, public and political
representatives and institutions in all 9 constituencies.

“……. under this programme Baanhn Beli coordinates
and collaborates with elected and public institutions
to support efforts that may be required to improve
institutional responsiveness and as a result build
increased levels of trust and credibility between the
citizens and state.”
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A pilot project of
Baanhn Beli with the
support of UNDP,
Forestry Department,
Government of Sindh
and the Ministry of
Environment,
Government of
Pakistan.

Official Summary
Located close to the Pakistan-India border in a
sparsely-populated part of the Tharparkar region, this
joint, pilot-scale effort between communities, Baanhn
Beli, the Government of Sindh, the Government of
Pakistan and a multi-lateral agency such as UNDPGEF is a fine example of constructive co-operation
that covers several levels of participation and
organization.
Along its western and eastern borders, Sindh has two
land-masses popularly known as Kohistan and
Registan, respectively. Both the areas do not fall in
the command area of the irrigation canal network
but are purely dependent on rainwater and
underground water sources. The areas receive scanty
and irregular rains during monsoons only, resulting
in extreme dry conditions. Underground water is
deep and brackish, climate is harsh and prolonged
droughts are common. These problems coupled with
other socio-economic and environmental problems
have emerged in the form of desertification,
degradation of ecosystems and their components,
loss of biodiversity and over-exploitation of already
degraded natural resources. In addition, this has
resulted in limited livelihood sources for people,
wildlife and livestock, increased poverty and migration
of people and livestock to other areas. The entire
above-described scenario calls for launching
sustainable land management strategies through soil
conservation, rainwater harvesting and rehabilitation
of degraded rangelands and other natural resources
through participatory approach by involving all
stakeholders.

Ministry of Environment, Government of Pakistan
has launched a national project titled “Sustainable
Land Management Project (SLMP) to Combat
Desertification in Pakistan” with financial support
of UNDP under Global Environment Facility (GEF)
programme. The overall goal of the SLMP is to
combat land degradation and desertification through
sustainable land management interventions in order
to protect and restore ecosystems and its essential
services that are necessarily required for poverty
alleviation. It is an established fact that the ecosystems
have been degraded to the extent that required
services, productivity and functions are not met. The
previous and present strategies in land management
in Thar area have not proved much beneficial for the
ecosystems and the people. This problem of low
productivity has now been recognized and it was
decided to approach the challenge through
participation of local communities and stakeholders.
During Phase-1, a pilot project titled “Participatory
Natural Resource Management for Drought Mitigation
and Food Security in Tharparkar, Sindh” has been
initiated in the Tharparkar arid region. The overall
objective of the pilot project is to combat drought
and desertification through pilot projects in the areas
most affected by droughts and desertification in the
form of land degradation. The specific objective of
this pilot project is to test the proposed interventions
in Tharparkar pertaining to soil and water
conservation, forestry, forage, food, income
generation, value added crops, irrigation efficiency
and capacity building of communities and
stakeholders. The successful interventions will provide
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a way forward for large-scale
interventions for improving the
natural resources and ecosystems and,
socio-economic problems of
communities and stakeholders.

Sustainable Land Management Project 2010/2011.
Details of targets set and targets achieved

Twenty-one interventions were
identified in the pilot project area.
Baanhn Beli, in consultation with
local communities and other
stakeholders jointly selected the exact
sites for various interventions.
These are at :
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Creating
awareness about
Human Rights
& Legal
Education in
Districts
Tharparkar,
Mirpurkhas and
Karachi West.

With the support of Friedrich Ebert Stiftung (FES)
Baanhn Beli conducted a series of 15 two-day
awareness-raising education workshops at college
level in Districts Mirpurkhas and Karachi in 201011.

with the tools and skills needed to address issues of
human rights, women's rights, child rights, genderbased violence against women.
• Enable individuals and groups to respond to
violations of civil and human rights.

Target Groups / Participants were:
• Rural women and their spouses.
• Girls and boys studying in colleges and
universities.
• Rural and urban illiterate youth, men and women
living in peri-urban villages.
• Representatives of Community Organizations,
minorities, women councillors, youth, justice
committees/ musalihati anjumans and Jirgas /
punchayat leaders, political workers.
• Specially vulnerable sections of society.
Facilitators:

• Create a gender-friendly attitude in target areas
and develop gender-sensitive relationships within
facilities and communities.
• Use the mass medium of radio to develop direct
linkages with individuals for broadening the awareness
of gender, social and civic issues.
• Raise awareness for reducing public stigmatization
of victimized women.
• Build pressure on Government and legislators to
take action on issues of gender-based violence and
extend social support to victimized women.

Ms. Munanzah Siddiqui, Advocate, Baanhn Beli
Coordinator. Legal Awareness programme
Mr. Saffiuddin, Advocate, Baanhn Beli, Coordinator,
Legal Awareness programme
Objectives:
• To sensitize people most affected and those that
influence them about family laws and enabling them,
through legal education, to promote, protect and
respect women's legal rights, under the Family Laws
in particular, and social and political rights in general.
• Build capacity among community organizations
and individuals within their sphere by providing them
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Youth Debate
Competition
with the
support of
Friedrich
Ebert Stiftung
(FES).

The objective of the competition was
• To enable effective articulation about vital issues and develop leadership among the youth through raising
awareness among them on various subjects.
• Enhance active, responsible and democratic citizenship and understanding of the Right to Information
and access to information.
• To develop presentation and communication skills and confidence.
• Developed Critical analysis and research knowledge.
Methodology adopted
• Three independent judges rendered the role of judges to ensure that both groups get equal opportunity
to present their arguments and the rules of are followed.
• The first speaker from the group for the motion had five minutes to state her group's viewpoint, and
justified it with relevant information.
• The first speaker from the group AGAINST the motion then did the same for his group.
• The Judges asked the audience to vote for which side they supported.
• The Judges then announced the result.
• Prize and Certificate distribution.
• Concluding remarks by Judges, Director, Baanhn Beli and Principal, AJ Science College, Mirpurkhas.
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Baanhn Beli developed and produced a series of 12 Radio programmes
in May-2009 - April 2010 through the FM Radio Station at Mithi, District
Tharparkar: with support from FES

This activity is yet another fine
example of a constructive partnership
between two entirely different
organizations sharing a common aim
: the empowerment and emancipation
of women.

• Women's role in making decisions that affect both
women and men, children and communities
• Women's participation as voters, as supporters or
as candidates in elections
• Poverty, and options on how to alleviate poverty
• Access to basic needs and services

One organization is Baanhn Beli.

Programmes also contained brief discussions and
debates between voters and elected representatives
such as former Councillors, Nazims, members of the
Provincial and National Assemblies from the region.
The duration of each programme was 15 to 20
minutes.

The other is the FM Station in Mithi
operated by the State broadcaster,
Pakistan Broadcasting Corporation
through its signature titled: “Radio
Pakistan”.
In a region where female illiteracy is
far higher than other parts of Sindh
and Pakistan, radio is a powerful and
effective medium which overcomes
the hurdles of both illiteracy and lack
of education.

The feedback from listeners was regular and
encouraging. It helped to continuously alter and
improve the content and quality of the programme
as the series proceeded.

Using languages - Sindhi, Dhatki and
other local dialects - and set in
contexts that are directly familiar to
women listeners in particular,
programmes broadcast the voices of
village women expressing their views
and defining their aspirations on a
range of subjects.
These included:
• Women's rights
• Gender equity
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Development
of water
resources

Water for survival
The main source of livelihood in Tharparkar is
agriculture and live stack which is totally depend on
rain water if there is no rain drought some times
persistence droughts that is effects all human activity
in the region including all those sections of the
programme such as social organization, education,
primary health care force migration and dislocation
and increased poverty and uncertainty
57 % of underground water in thar is brackish and
saline and above 2000 ppm livelihood depend on
rain water the intensity of ground water recharge is
based on the annual rainfall, provide the region get
rain
Working with PPAF -CPI
With valued support provided by PPAF to Baanhn
Beli previous work has been sustained innovative
dimensions have been introduced in to the project
area and visible, measurable, vital improvement have
resulted
Easy access to water and decreased workload on
women
The infrastructure developed with the support of
PPAF saved thousands of women -hours which were
otherwise invested by local women in walking long
distance to fetch and carry water from distant locations
on daily basis the project promoted hygiene practices
and disseminated specific messages about how to
avert to deal with diarrhea in relation to drinking
water and the environment

Improvement of socio economic conditions through
creation of community infrastructure development
work has provided local employment /earning
opportunities in the villages during a period of sever
drought and lack of agriculture income this
programme provided better access to both water and
nutrition to the families when adequate food and
other items were beyond the reach of the poor
The community contributed a significant percentage
of the total cost of each project
Improvement of socio economic conditions through
creation of local employment /earning
Involve local communities, particularly women
organizations at community level at all stages of
planning, implementation and management address
poverty, migration and natural resource degradation
• Capacity building indigenous women and youth
and enhance technical, managerial better knowledge
of surface water and groundwater recharge and
protecting and restoring to ground and surface water
and address the issues of drought impact on
livelihood of community dealing with the effects
such as migration and forced relocation poverty
through developing alternative Community physical
infrastructure for a more sustainable future
• To Sustain strengthen and consolidate
infrastructure developed in past
• Decrease water insecurity and provided access
to safe drinking water, development of water resources
and conservation.
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Micro-credit and
incomegenerating
component

high rate of interest charges by money lenders trap
the poor villagers in a endless vicious cycle in which
whole family of the borrower has to work all their
lives in order to repay the interest that is calculated
on compound basis.
This intervention by Baanhn Beli in this sector made
a distinct and payable difference in the lives of those
who were previously dependent on the money lenders

Baanhn Beli through its micro-credit
and income-generating advisory
services, Baanhn Beli has also helped
the poorest of the poor to increase
their household income by applying
loans to productive use such as
purchase of seeds, livestock,
installation of diesel pumps to draw
water to irrigate the fields, open retail
shops etc.
Through its micro-credit and incomegenerating advisory services, Baanhn
Beli has also helped the poorest of
the poor to increase their household
income by applying loans to
productive use such as purchase of
seeds, livestock, installation of diesel
pumps to draw water to irrigate the
fields, open retail shops etc.
The traditional source of credit in the
villages has been the local money
lender and exorbitant rate of interest
at 60% to 120% per annum has been
charged by the money lenders from
every borrowers .in a region where
reside the poorest of the poor the very

The loan recovery rate of Baanhn Beli is excellent
and as per plans

embroidery, tailoring, weaving, establishing flourmills,
artisan support and handicrafts production.
Mode of payment
Credit staff analyzes the experiences of the loanees
and mode of repayment and objectives of the loan
taken. On the basis of this appraisal the terms of
partnership are signed in the CO meeting between
the Baanhn Beli and the loanee. All transactions
related to the loan takes place through a cross cheque.

Objective
• Make credit available to the poor helpless village
men and women who do not have access to existing
formal credit facilities
• Help to creat self employment and sustainable
income for the poor
•

Mobilize saving for the poor

•

Reduce dependency on moneylenders

• Empowering communities to develop monitor
and implement needs based micro credit programme
• To build COs capacity to manage credit fund and
to increased marginalized women
's and men's
access to credit
•

Sustainable Revolving fund

Products of loans:- Agriculture Livestock Enterprise
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Education Programme
Supported
by Pakistan Poverty
Alleviation Fund
(PPAF) 2011 - 12.

Education
issues in
Tharparkar.

There are 6 basic issues:
1. Girls and boys of school-going age who are not
enrolled.
2. Pupils who drop out of school before completing
primary education or middle-level education.
3. Non-availability of middle schools and secondary
schools at convenient locations i.e. inadequate
number of such schools to cater to the needs of
pupils who have completed primary education up
to Class-V.
4. Following from the above, the simple problem of
convenient access to schools at different levels i.e.
primary, middle, secondary particularly in view of
the remote and scattered nature of settlements which
can also prevent/inhibit the construction of enough
such schools.
5. The quality of education obtained i.e. curriculum,
teachers' capacity, conditions in the learning
environment, facilities for drinking water, sanitation,
light, etc.
6. Lack of confidence and trust amongst parents and
adults about whether it is worthwhile for children
to be sent to schools instead of to be used for labour
and work, as the quality and utility of education are
not yet proven to them.
Specific problems of access
1. With particular reference to girls, lack of an adequate
number of girls schools, particularly middle level
and secondary level.
2. Scarcity of teachers e.g. at the Nagarparkar Girls'
High School originally sponsored by the founding
president of Baanhn Beli, Javed Jabbar, during his
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3.
4.
5.
6.

7.
8.
9.

tenure as a Senator (1985-1991) has, in 2011, an
enrolment of over 120 girls enrolled in classes from
primary up to secondary level. Yet there is only one
single teacher available at the school in 2011. She
conducts multi-grade teaching and avails of the
support provided by the senior girl students who
help teach junior girl students.
Sheer distance between remote settlements and a
school's location.
Preference of parents to use children for farm labour
or for other work.
Girls always get a second preference in being sent
to school with boys getting first preference.
Explicit as well as subtle influence of influential
local elites who discourage parents from sending
their girls to school particularly after the primary
level and the same persons being apprehensive of
permitting youth to become educated and thus
empowered to potentially question the continued
influence of privileged persons over entire
communities.
Frequent changes of policies, programmes and
personnel of the Education Department of the
Government.
Cost of road transport between homes and schools.
Insufficient financial resources invested in education.

Baanhn Beli

Data about schools in Tharparkar as of 2010*
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Specific problems of access

•

Total Government Primary Schools in District Tharparkar - 3026
•
Functional:2597
•
Closed: 429

Out of Middle School •
Boys:•
Girls:-

92 %
89 %
97 %

Gender wise Functional and Closed Govt Primary Schools

C) Total Government Secondary Schools:
•
Functional:•
Closed:-

29
23
02

A) Total Boys Primary Schools: •
Functional: •
Closed:-

2252
1929
323

Total Girls Primary Schools:•
Functional
•
Closed:-

308
199
109

Participation rate in Primary Schools
•
Boys
•
Girls

30%
40 %
20 %

Out of School Primary age children
•
Boys:•
Girls:-

70 %
60 %
80 %

•
•
•

Gender wise Number of Middle Govt Schools, Functional and Closed
Boys :- 227 Functional:- 164
Girls ;- 13 Functional:8

Closed:- 63
Closed:- 5

Participation rate in Middle Schools =
•
Boys

08%
11%

* Source: Department of Education, Govt. of Sindh.

03%

Gender wise Number of Secondary Govt Schools, Functional and
Closed

B) Total Government Middle Schools (Class 6-8) 240
•
Functional:172
•
Closed
68

•
•

Girls
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Boys:- 23
Functional:- 23 Closed:- Nil
Girls:- 04
Functional:- 3 Closed:- 01
Co education:- 2

Participation rate in Secondary Schools
•
Boys
•
Girls

07 %
11 %
03 %

Out of School Secondary level
•
Boys
•
Girls

93 %
89 %
97 %
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Problems of Quality Education
Quality education means creative
learning, a conducive learning
environment, and education that is
relevant in day-to-day life. Enrollment
alone does not guarantee learning, or
completion of primary education.
Quality education demands quality
inputs. Quality inputs include skilled
and motivated teachers, adequate
school structures, essential
teaching/learning material and the
provision of text books, students and
pro-active communities. Poor quality
education in Pakistan has various
causes, including unskilled teachers,
inadequate facilities, lack of
classroom discipline, and lack of
coordination and communication.
Unskilled teachers:
They practice traditional teaching
methods and lack the concept of
interactive and co-operative learning.
Ultimately, the children's progress is
slow and negligible.

unable to attract childrenes. Some school children
bring rugs from their homes to sit on the ground.
Lack of Coordination & Communication:
The lack of coordination between parents, teachers,
the community, religious leaders, and local
government officials is a big hurdle to access and
quality.
Baanhn Beli experience and expertise
Baanhn Beli has been working in the District for the
past 25 years to provide, for the first time in the
region, non-formal, one-room village girl schools
and has successfully enrolled and made literate
thousands of girls who have completed their education
up to Class-V or have become literate even though
most of them are not able to complete their education
up to Matric due to lack of middle schools and high
schools for girls at convenient locations.
Baanhn Beli is the first organization in Sindh whose
non-formal village schools were officially recognized
by the District Education authorities of the Department

of Education, Government of Sindh.
• Baanhn Beli was invited by the Government of
Sindh to serve as a member of the Education for All
Task force of the Sindh Education Department.
• The District Government of Tharparkar assigned
the responsibilities for supervision and monitoring
of non-formal schools established by the Directorate,
Literacy and Non-formal education to Baanhn Beli
as an indicator of the competence with which our
organization fulfils its responsibilities
• Under another agreement, the District Government
assigned to Baanhn Beli the responsibilities for teacher
training and capacity-building of Education
Supervisors.
• During 1994-2005, 75 non-formal primary schools
were established with an enrollment of 2205 .
• 734 boys and 601 girls completed basic primary
education.

Inadequate Facilities:
Existing schools lack basic facilities
like adequate structures, safe drinking
water, sanitation facilities, furniture
and basic teaching and learning
material. In most of the primary
schools, the school environment is
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• 75 teachers were trained with the
support of AKU- IED.
Baanhn Beli involves all major
education stakeholders in the
community to ensure the
sustainability and quality of
community schools. Sustainability is
ensured through quality education, a
standard of education and
environment which will attract more
and more families to send their
children to schools.
A monitoring plan forms part of
project implementation. This is
accompanied by intensive presence
of the project staff in the field. Baanhn
Beli organizes an evaluation for
official review at the end of each such
project.
Objective:
Focuses on access and quality for
girls and boys particularly
marginalized children and school age
group that has dropped out of school
or never attended school or who do
not continue education due to nonavailability of schools in their locality
1. To contribute to universal
primary education by providing
opportunities to out-of-school
children by establishing basic primary

Concept note for the Project
Baanhn Beli Education Programme initiated in 2010 in Taluka Nagarparkar with the support of PPAF
Education for Vulnerable Children - Girls Primary Schools :- Community managed School. Over all Goal:“Vulnerable children have improved access and quality of education in Taluka Nagarparkar”.
community schools.
2. Data obtained from public education institutions.
Analysis and citizens action, advocacy, lobbying
building pressure on decision and policy makers,
EDOs, elected representatives, Local Govt , MNAs,
MPAs for strong credible and effective governing
institutions that have public trust and confidence and
ability to deliver their mandate, improving the quality
and access to primary education for all.
Desired Out put
1. Establish 5 schools in the villages where there is
no arrangement for providing education to girls.
2. Boys and girls are enrolled from Class One to
Five.

• Improve primary school enrolment ,retention and
completion rates especially for girls
• Access to quality education on sustainable basis
for girls
• Reduced gender discrimination
Targeted children have increased attendance in
schools
Baanhn Beli has recorded its experience that when
community members contribute resources to school,
they are more likely to ensure that their children are
enrolled in schools and attend regularly. Establishment
of SMCs will overcome the distance. Therefore,
children, especially girls will be attracted to attend
school regularly. Communities, specifically parents
will be trained to provide stimulating environment
for newly enrolled children to attend school regularly.

3. 5 School Management Committees are functional
The project will have greater impact on the social
fabric of these villages as community schools will
continue to function as educational and advocacy
institutions to address vulnerabilities of the girl child
in these remote villages.
Program Impact (Outcomes);
• Access to basic primary education especially for
vulnerable groups minorities, poorest of poor rural
girls.
• Marginalized community members holding
responsibilities in school management improving
enrolment, retention and completion rates and reduce
gender gap in access to education.
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Out-of-school children enrolled in
schools
Vulnerable girls to have access to
primary education and enrollment
ensured trough PTAs/SMCs.
(Parent Teachers Associations/School
Management Committees.
Teachers are applying participatory
teaching methodologies
Trained teachers use self-directed and
experiential learning methods as
listed: group work, discussion, brainstorming, role-playing, educational
games, story-telling, audio-visual
aids, art/drawing, easy writing,
dealing with objectives, questioning
and observing patterns and cultural
activities. Participatory techniques
take into account the various needs
of learners and provide an opportunity
for learners and facilitators to share
their experience.
Community participation in
management of education
Communities (PTAs/SMCs) also
ensure teachers' attendance,
performance, behavior in the
classroom, and regularity of school
timings.

Methodology
• Community mobilization is the primary
responsibility of the programme pursued by the
Manager and the technical support team.
• To adequately orientate and prepare all groups of
the community so that they understand the objectives
of organized participation, proposed structures, criteria
and procedures for selection and their respected roles
• Village-based School Management Committees
are constituted to provide leadership to the community
in implementing the programme. The members are
capable of managing the programme and maintaining
the spirit and confidence of the community.
• The Programme Manager and technical support
team develop capacity building programmes of
School Management Cmmittees on the approach,
process, implementation and management of the
Community Schools.
Maintenance of school records:
General Register, Teachers' & Students' Attendance
Register, Teachers Leave & Salaries Record, Child
Performance and Assessment, Examination Record,
Visitors' book, School Assets and their utilization,
any conflict-and-solution record, School Improvement
Plan.

• Focus on creating ownership of girls' education
within local communities through their complete
involvement in the establishment, operation and
management of primary schools for effective and
sustainable participation.
• Formal agreement is signed between the COs and
Baanhn Beli. This agreement clearly elucidates the
precise roles and responsibilities of COs and Baanhn
Beli.
• PO facilitates COs for formation of SMCs in each
school - SMCs play the role of managers in day-today school affairs, as strategic planners and policy

Syllabus: (as per Government standards) Sindh Text
Book Board.
School Timing & Calendar: Follow Government
Education Timing & Educational Calendar.
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makers, thereby ensuring sustainable
prospects for the school and decide
affordable fees.
• The most important role of CO is
to sustain, manage and run the school
after the complete withdrawal of the
support organization.
• Monthly and Quarterly Planning
and progress review meetings, record
of minutes, decisions taken and
follow-up action on decisions.
• Develop linkages with ADOE,
EDO Education Department and
elected representatives and mobilize
local resources for continuity and
sustainability of schools.
• Apply for schools re-organization
to the Education Department,
Government of Sindh.

Capacity Building of School Management
Committees (SMCs).

aspects of management and financial record-keeping,
school monitoring, child performance assessment,
creating awareness amongst parents and community
members on the need and benefits of education,
improving enrolment. Retention and completion rates
reduce gender gap in access to education.

Members of SMCs require skills and motivation to
initiate and sustain projects for the development of
their community in general and education in particular.
These persons are provided formal training in various
The following 5 Girls Primary Schools are established in Taluka Nagarparkar District Tharparkar in 2011

Baanhn Beli project team facilitates
the above process and communication
w i t h o ff i c i a l s a n d e l e c t e d
representatives and formulates the
school development plan to reduce
the gender gap in access to education
and also ensures attendance of
teachers, performance, and behavior
in the classroom.
Affordable School fees:
About Rs. 5/- per month for each
student, jointly decided by COs and
Baanhn Beli.
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School-wise teachers'
qualifications and
salaries
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Members of School
Management
Committees (SMCs)
and designations:
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Teachers and their education and
training status:

5 girls' primary
schools, Nagarparkar
2011:

Mohammad Hanif Khoso
Manager, Education

Aneeta
Education Supervisor
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Saturday,
18 December 2010

1. Serious shortage of women teachers and
paramedics preventing Tharparkar's development
2. Baanhn Beli holds 24th annual general body
meeting December 2010

Report on
annual
general body
meeting
2010

Mithi:
1. At the 23rd annual general body meeting of
Baanhn Beli, held in Mithi on 16th December 2010,
speakers highlighted the urgent need to address the
serious shortage of women teachers and women
paramedics in different talukas of the Tharparkar arid
region.
2. They said that this widespread shortage in all
talukas was, in turn, preventing thousands of girls
who had completed primary school education from
gaining middle school and higher school education.
Due to conservative traditions, parents in general
did not want girls to be taught by male teachers. At
the same time, the shortage of teachers was also
preventing the opening and functioning of girls'
middle schools and high schools in different talukas.
The shortage of teachers and the consequent absence
of girl's high schools had created an imbalance, as
there were now increased enrolment of girls in primary
schools throughout the region.
They said the construction of 3 girls high schools in
1986-87, in Mithi, Islamkot and Nagarparkar
sponsored by then-Senator Javed Jabbar had resulted
in hundreds of girls completing Matric education
over the past 20 years to prove that if girls high
schools are provided, there is no shortage of students.
3. Speakers welcomed the fact that, as part of PPHI

(Prime Minister's Primary Health Initiative
programme launched in 2006), women doctors were
now available as full-time residents in Nagarparkar
and Viravah. Even though three lady health visitors
are also now posted in Nagarparkar taluka, there
remains a widespread need for more women
paramedics.
4. The 24th annual general body meeting of Baanhn
Beli was attended by 84 women and men from all
talukas of Tharparkar representing dozens of villagebased organizations and hundreds of members
5. The meeting was presided over by Javed Jabbar,
the founding president of Baanhn Beli, and conducted
by the current president, Muhammad Khan Marri.
6. The minutes of the previous annual general body
meeting held in January 2010 in Chachro were
presented by Faiz Muhammad Junejo, General
Secretary of the organization. A report
on the development activities of Baanhn Beli during
2010 in the sectors of small-scale infrastructure (119
projects), micro-credit (for 2700 families), and other
support facilities benefiting about 13,000 poor families
were outlined by Younus Bandhani, the director of
Baanhn Beli. He also presented details of the
advocacy work conducted under the democratic
governance promotion project being implemented as
part of FAFEN (Free and Fair Election Network) in
different parts of rural and urban Sindh.
7. Women and men speakers presented reports and
their views on general conditions prevalent in their
villages and areas over the past 12 months.
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8. Some speakers said that,
compared to previous years, 2010
was a better year. There had been
adequate rainfall and crops,
improvement in availability of
medicines in rural health centres and
basic health units, increased support
from the Government relief
programmes, and positive work
rendered by various NGOs.
9. However, in addition to the
shortage of women teachers and
paramedics, certain other problems
also require immediate attention.
These include: need for mass health
education with a special focus on
women and children, coercive
collection of extra payments from
small farmers under the pre-text of
“Dhal”/land revenue; unresolved
status of thousands of acres of land
designated as enemy property after
the 1971 war with India during which
many Hindus living in the area had
abandoned their property and
migrated to India while their land
was since then being cultivated for
the past 40 years by poor and lowincome families.
10. Participants paid tributes to
Baanhn Beli as an organization for
successfully completing 24 years of
its pioneering work in Tharparkar

which had been begun informally in February 1985.
11. In his presidential remarks, Javed Jabbar said that
a notable feature of Baanhn Beli's evolution over a
quarter of a century is the fact that, instead of
becoming a corporatised, top-heavy organization,
Baanhn Beli is an extremely decentralized and
participative network. He said that this is the reason
why the work has been sustained through extremely
variable and difficult conditions. Baanhn Beli has
remained a solid bridge of universal humanism that
overcomes physical distances, religious diversity and
linguistic and cultural differences.
12. He said that the holding of the meeting on the
9th of Moharram coincidentally stresses the
importance of the principles of sacrifice and
determination in the face of adversity and dangers.
He also said that because 16th December marks the
anniversary of the tragic disintegration of the original
Pakistan, it is relevant to remember that Baanhn Beli
has managed to sustain the principles of unity and
stability for over two and a half decades.

to Tharparkar for the first time and had placed the
region's problems on the national and international
agenda.
15. Other speakers who also addressed the gathering
included: Krishan Sharma, Jawaharlal, Ali Akbar
Rahimoon, Zarina, Ayesha Kolachi, Dr. Shankar Lal,
Dr. Sandeep, Maryam and Aleem Soomro. A visiting
Pakistani-American scholar from USA, Dr. Zeenut
Alah Dad, auhor of the book “The Magnificient
Mughals” emphasized the importance of retaining
the core positive values and cultural identity of the
people of Tharparkar as the forces and symbols of
modern development spread across the region. She
said the Thari people have a unique character and
culture which should always be respected and
sustained.
16. Participants nominated an election commission
comprising Dr. Fareeda Yasmin, Dr. Ghulam Mustafa
Kolachi and Mr. Javed Jabbar to conduct the elections
for the new Executive Committee for the period
2011-2012. Elections will be held in mid-January
2011.

13. Muhammad Khan Marri referred to the expansion
of Baanhn Beli's scale of work specially between
1992-1996 when he had worked on staff as project
director and now that he was serving as a volunteer,
he looked forward to continued progress in the next
25 years.
14. Dr. Hussain Bakhsh Kolachi, co-founder member
and past president, said that the organization has
helped to bring hundreds of professionals and
development practitioners from a wide range of fields
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Our
strengths:

Our weaknesses
(double the
number of our
strengths!):

1.

Continuity of voluntary commitment: through thick and thin, hot summer or dry winter, frequent
drought or rare rains, safe and unsafe conditions on highways (e.g. rampant kidnappings and dacoities
in the 1980s and early 1990s in rural Sindh, some times recurring even in the 2000s).
25/27 years and about 600 villages: and, by God’s Grace; still counting!

2.

Work by urban-based members in a far-flung region with which they have no ethnic, linguistic, family
or physical (e.g. land ownership) connection. The only motivation: to serve fellow human beings.

3.

Refusal to accept invitations from large corporations that wanted to promote their brands for increased
consumption by the people of Tharparkar while offering Baanhn Beli and village communities financial
support for water wells, etc.

1.

Despite continuous stress on, and practice of broad-based participation, dependence on a handful of
volunteer-leaders to maintain momentum.

2.

Reluctance to prepare project proposals in a form conventionally acceptable to large-scale donors.

3.

No full-time senior person in-charge of finances and accounting: despite ensuring complete integrity
and accuracy in financial management and record-keeping, this responsibility continues to be fulfilled
by either a volunteer-Treasurer and/or by other volunteers and staff members.

4.

Failure to establish and develop an endowment fund to ensure minimal financial stability for the
future.

5.

Lack of capacity for conducting rapid, emergency – pace relief during natural disasters eg heavy rains,
floods, etc.

6.

Personal quirks, eccentricities of volunteer leaders & other flaws, better described by our critics !
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Baanhn Beli & IUCN

IUCN

Baanhn Beli is an institutional member of the International Union for Conservation of Nature. IUCN is the largest environment
organization of the world and also the most unique one in its field because this is the only forum in which States/Governments
as well as NGOs and thousands of scientists and researchers are members. This is why IUCN is the only environment body
that has formal observer status at the United Nations and has the privilege of participating in debates and processes at the UN
and so being able to directly influence global environmental policies on the basis of scientific data and research. IUCN helps
Governments, civil society and the corporate sector to frame a wide range of policies and programmes on different aspects of
the environment.
The founding Presiden of Baanhn Beli was elected twice (2003 – 2007) as Chairman of the Pakistan National Committee of
IUCN which then comprised 24 organizations from both the Government and NGO sectors. In 2011, the number of member is
29. At the World Conservation Congress in Bangkok, Thailand in November 2004, Javed Jabbar was elected by the global
membership of IUCN as one of the three Regional Councillors for West Asia to become one of 24 such regional council members
of the International Council.
At its first meeting in February 2005, the International Council comprising a total of 36 members elected 4 global Vice Presidents
on a “no-candidature basis” i.e. Council Members voted by secret ballot to choose 4 members from amongst themselves to be
the 4 Vice Presidents. While the other 3 Vice Presidents were serving their second terms as Regional Councillors, Javed Jabbar
was the only Vice President to be elected while serving his first term as Councillor.
He takes an active interest in Council affairs since election and was also elected to chair the Task Force of the Council in
November 2007 which was given the responsibility to clarify the formal name of IUCN* and to offer a new logo design for the
organization. These historic changes were implemented in 2008.
In Barcelona, Spain in November 2008, at the World Conservation Congress, he was re-elected as Regional Councillor & as
Vice President for the 2008-2012 term during which he also serves as the Chairman of the Council Nominations Committee for
the elections for the 2012-2016 term. As Councillors are limited to serving for a maximum of 2 terms, he will not the a candidate
for the 2012-2016 term.
IUCN in Pakistan renders a quiet yet valuable role in providing specialized knowledge and advice to Federal & Provincail
Goverments, civil society, the corporate sector & media and has helped advance concepts, best practices, laws, rules and regulations
as well as implementing critically important projects ranging from the protection of mangroves to the conservation of endangered
species to improved access to water resources.
*As a result of the Task Force’s work, the Council decided to use the original name: “International Union for Conservation of
Nature” and to stop using the later additional name of: “The World Conservation Union”.
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Villagers applaud
electrification of
5 remote villages
in North-eastern
Tharparkar.
Gul-e-Farkhanda, MNA, &
President Baanhn Beli (20072008) hailed for devoting Rs.
one crore, fifty lakhs from her
development fund quota to
this public service.
Idani, Taluka Chachro, District
Tharparkar: 10 April 2007:

10 April 2007
At a colourful function held on 10 April 2007 attended
by over 1000 villagers residing in different parts of
North-eastern Tharparkar about 18 k.m. from the
Pakistan-India border, a village electrification scheme
which has brought electricity to several hundreds of
poor and low-income households in the villages of
Idani, Salani, Kalario, Sundhi Bheel and Dhori was
warmly applauded by all present.
Inaugurating the supply of electricity before the
commencement of the function, Arbab Anwar, the
District Nazim of Tharparkar who specially travelled
from Mithi to Idani for this function, expressed his
deep appreciation for the decision by Ms. Gul-eFarkhanda, MNA, and President, Baanhn Beli for
having contributed a substantial part of her
Parliamentarians’ development fund quota to the
provision of electricity for these far-flung villages.
It is estimated that the introduction of electricity to
villages where metalled roads and other physical
infrastructure are not yet present, will initiate
significant social and educational development for
thousands of poor people. To reach village Idani
located 2 hours drive east from Umer Kot, visitors
have to travel over about 20 kms of sand tracks. Yet,
now with electricity, people are able to extend their
work and leisure hours and school students are able
to read and write well past sunset. Other aspects of
living convenience introduced by electricity are being
eagerly anticipated by local residents.

Muhammad Achar Rahimoon, a prominent social
worker of Tharparkar, resident of Idani, and member
of the Executive Committee of Baanhn Beli, Ms.
Gul-e-Farkhanda said that even though she is a
resident of Karachi and even though there are parts
of Karachi that require basic services, she preferred
to allocate funds for the benefit of the remote areas
and people of Tharparkar because they are amongst
the poorest of the poor and they do not have access
to services which are normally available to people
who reside in large cities and towns.
Ms. Gul-e-Farkhanda said that regardless of whether
she was re-elected as MNA in the future, she would
always serve the disadvantaged people of Tharparkar
to the best of her ability in her capacity as a member
of Baanhn Beli. She appreciated the co-operation
extended by the Chief Minister of Sindh, the District
Nazim and the staff of HESCO in helping to have
the scheme implemented in a short period of time.
She said that President Pervez Musharraf was taking
a special interest in the development of Tharparkar
and other undeveloped regions.

It is estimated that over 5000 people will directly
benefit from this scheme.
Addressing the impressive gathering organized by
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